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Oregon law firms adapted well to the sudden change 
in how their offices operated during the heights of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. But now, more than a year 
later, the question becomes, “When is it time to 
return to the office?” While remote work has bridged 
the gap and is here to stay in some form, many law 
offices around the state are figuring out how to 
manage their space, how vaccinations come into play 
and how to safely return to in-person interactions.
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child
abuse

Reporting

is mandatory for  
Oregon lawyers
As an Oregon lawyer, you are a mandatory reporter under 
ORS 419B.005 et seq. 

A child is anyone under the age of 18.
• You must report whenever you have reasonable cause to 

believe that:
 1) a child with whom you have come in contact  

 has been abused, or
 2)  a person with whom you have come in contact  

 has abused a child.

• You do not need to report if:
 1)  the information is based on a communication  

 that is privileged;
 2)  the information was communicated in the course  

 of representing a client, and disclosure would  
 be detrimental to the client; or

 3) the information was acquired from a report of  
 child abuse, and you reasonably believe that the  
 information already is known to law enforcement  
 or DHS.

When to report
(see ORS 419B.005 for details): 
Physical Abuse. Bruises, welts, burns, cuts, broken bones, 
sprains, bites, etc., that are deliberately inflicted. Any  
injury that does not match the explanation given for it. 
Mental Cruelty. Speech or sleep disorders, failure to grow; 
victims may be overly aggressive or withdrawn and may 
show an abnormal need for emotional support. 
Sexual Abuse or Exploitation. Victims may have difficul-
ty walking or sitting, pain in the genital area, and tom or 
stained clothing. They may have poor peer relationships; 
fantastical or infantile behavior; fear of being left with 
someone; inappropriate interest in, knowledge of, or acting 
out of sexual matters; or any of the symptoms listed under 
Mental Cruelty. 
Neglect or Maltreatment. Children often don’t want to 
leave school, are constantly tired, are left alone without 

supervision, and have unmet physical, emotional or  
medical needs.

Threat of Harm. Subjecting a child to a substantial risk  
of harm. Children may exhibit any of the behavioral  
symptoms listed above.

Child Selling. Buying, selling or trading for legal or  
physical custody of a child. 

Drug Exposure. Child present in a place where  
methamphetamines are manufactured; unlawful  
exposure to any controlled substance that puts the  
child’s health or safety at risk. 

A report of child abuse must be made immediately and 
orally, by telephone or otherwise.

How and where to report:
• Use the statewide hotline at the bottom of this page, or 

•  Report to the local office of the Oregon Department  
of Human Services, or 

•  Report to a law enforcement agency in the county  
where you are located at the time.

What to report (if possible):
• Names and addresses of the child and parent
• Age of the child
• Type and extent of the abuse, as well as any previous  

evidence of abuse
• The explanation given for the abuse
• Any other information that will help establish the  

cause of abuse or identify the abuser

Failure to report is a Class A violation. 

A person who has reasonable grounds to make a report  
and does so in good faith is immune from civil or  
criminal liability for the making or content of the report.

Reports of child abuse are confidential, except as otherwise 
provided in ORS 419B.035.

The Statewide Telephone Number to Report Suspected Abuse, or for Further Information, Is 1-855-503-SAFE (7233)

5/2021
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A Place for Conversations
As a newly barred attorney, I am ex-

cited to see the Bulletin not only creating 
“Conversations” (February/March 2021), 
but also providing space for us to have these 
conversations in the open.

I think Sarah Malik hit the nail on the 
head when she talked about how com-
mon these conversations are behind closed 
doors and how uncommon they are out 
in the open. I know that after reading this 
month’s Bulletin, I certainly felt a sense of 
gratitude being a member of a state bar that 
has an open space that we all share. And “Is 
There a Place for Us?” was a powerful piece 
to lay the foundation.

Speaking as an attorney who is not a 
Muslim American, the conversation with 
Judge Kasubhai and Ms. Malik resonated 
with my own experience in a number of 
ways, and reading it made me feel less 
alone. I look forward to reading more Con-
versations in future issues of the Bulletin.

Scott M. Cumming  
Bend

Remembering Aschenbrenner
The In Memoriam piece on “Lare” 

Aschenbrenner was very well done (April 

LETTERS
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2021), but it failed to mention one thing 
those of us privileged to call him a friend 
enjoyed the most from our relationship: He 
was able at a moment’s notice (which mo-
ments came especially during convivial 
gatherings) to deliver a consummate rendi-
tion of  “Casey at the Bat.” One more reason 
he will really be missed.

R.P. Joe Smith 
Portland

Still a Need for Fossil Fuels
Columbia Riverkeeper gives it all away 

when their lawyer says, “We’ve got to 
abandon fossil fuels.” The article says noth-
ing about making the river cleaner or more 
useful. No, the focus is on stopping all fos-
sil fuel projects, and by implication all of 
our industries? I do wonder what their ide-
ology is.    

We need fossil fuels. We have 330 mil-
lion people in the country who should all 
be fed. That’s a billion meals a day. The 
planet has 8 billion people who deserve to 
prosper too. We need fossil fuels to build 
all industries. Some day — solar maybe 
— not today. This is all so obvious that 
it should not need to be said. But it does 
need to be said. CRK is free to disagree, 
but they are not entitled to decide for us. 
They are not an elected group. They have 
no accountability to the people of Oregon. 
The interstate commerce clause gives the 
power to regulate the river to Congress, 
not to lawyers. Decisions about public 
policy should be made by the public: de-
mocracy. Ever so bumbling, democracy is 
the best form of government. Many coun-
tries in Asia, our neighboring port, are 
poor but rising. They need fuel in order 
to have healthy lives. North Korea, Russia 
and China threaten war. We need gas and 
oil to defend ourselves. 

The CRK plays on the desires of a few 
people along the river in order to attain 
their goal of destroying our supply of en-
ergy. They want to destroy all “huge fossil 
fuel infrastructure projects,” not just LNG 
plants. CRK wants to deprive us of tools 
we must have to make our planet better, 

not a starving Mad Max wreck. They are 
not river keepers.

Roger Ley 
Portland

Letters to the Editor
The Bulletin welcomes letters. They 

should be limited to 300 words. Preference 
is given to letters responding to letters to 
the editor, articles or columns recently pub-
lished in the Bulletin.

Letters must be original and addressed 
to the Bulletin editor. Unsigned or anony-
mous letters will not be published. (There 
are exceptions. Inquire with the editor.) 
Letters may not promote individual prod-
ucts, services or political candidates.

Letters may be edited for grammatical 
errors, style or length, or in cases where lan-
guage or information is deemed unsuitable 
or inappropriate for publication. Profane or 
obscene language is not accepted.

Send letters to: Editor, OSB Bulletin,  
P.O. Box 231935, Tigard, OR 97281. Or you 
may email them to editor@osbar.org. n

Our Editorial Policy
All articles published in the  

Bulletin must be germane to the law, 
lawyers, the practice of law, the courts 
and judicial system, legal education 
or the Oregon State Bar. All opinions, 
statements and conclusions expressed 
in submitted articles appearing in the 
Bulletin are those of the author(s) and 
not of the editor, other editorial staff, 
employees of the Oregon State Bar, or 
members of the Board of Governors.

Publication of any article is not 
to be deemed an endorsement of the 
opinions, statements and conclusions 
expressed by the author(s). Publica-
tion of an advertisement is not an en-
dorsement of that product or service.

Any content attributed to the Oregon 
State Bar or the Board of Governors 
is labeled with an OSB logo at the top 
of the page or within advertising to 
indicate its source or attribution.
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OSB Annual Awards

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
The nomination deadline for the 2021 OSB awards honoring  

Oregon’s most outstanding lawyers, judges and others is 

Tuesday, June 29 at 5 p.m.
Nomination criteria, forms and other information about the  
following awards can be found at www.osbar.org/osbevents

OSB Award of Merit
Wallace P. Carson Jr. Award for Judicial Excellence

President’s Diversity & Inclusion Award
President’s Membership Service Award

President’s Public Service Award
President’s Public Leadership Award

President’s Sustainability Award
President’s Technology & Innovation Award

The Oregon Bench & Bar Commission on Professionalism’s  
Edwin J. Peterson Professionalism Award 

For additional information, please contact  
Cathy Petrecca at (503) 431-6355 or cpetrecca@osbar.org
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BRIEFS

Donated Volume Completes  
Oregon Reports Collection

While hardbound books may be giv-
ing way to online research material, the 
ceremonial courtroom in the Clackamas 
County Courthouse keeps alive the tradi-
tion of judges and lawyers looking up cases 
in printed volumes by maintaining an im-
pressive collection of scholarly texts. But 
that collection has long been incomplete, 
because Volume 1 of Oregon Reports — con-
taining Oregon Supreme Court cases up to 
1862 — has been missing for years.

Not anymore.
The court’s set of Oregon Reports is now 

complete, thanks to a gift from Lake Os-
wego lawyer Peter Glazer, who presented 
a copy of the book from his personal col-
lection to Clackamas County Circuit Judge 
Thomas Rastetter in mid-March.

Glazer was a deputy district attorney 
for Clackamas County from 1978 to 1982, 
when he opened a private practice in Lake 
Oswego.  He has been a civil trial lawyer, 
handling primarily personal injury and dis-
solution of marriage cases, for 39 years.

Lake Oswego lawyer Peter Glazer (right) donates Volume 1 of Oregon Reports to Clackamas County 
Circuit Judge Thomas Rastetter, completing a collection housed in the county’s ceremonial court-
room in Oregon City.

“I’m pleased to present this book to the 
Clackamas County Courthouse where I 
started as a baby lawyer more than 42 years 
ago,” Glazer says.

Judge Rastetter, who was appointed 
to the bench in 2003, says he was just as 
pleased to receive it.

“On behalf of Clackamas County Cir-
cuit Court, and having the privilege of being 
the judge currently sitting in the ceremonial 
courtroom, I am delighted to accept Volume 
1 of Oregon Reports,” he told Glazer.  “This 
recognizes the importance of books to the 
practice of law over the centuries.”

Report Addresses Murdered,  
Missing Indigenous Persons

The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Dis-
trict of Oregon has released its first annual 
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Persons 
(MMIP) report, part of a nationwide effort 
launched by the U.S. Justice Department 
to address missing and murdered Native 
Americans.

The report provides tribal communi-
ties, law enforcement and the public with an 

overview of current MMIP cases — there are 
11 missing and eight murdered Indigenous 
persons connected to Oregon, according to 
an initial analysis — and explains the office’s 
strategy moving forward. In 2021, the report 
says, the U.S. Attorney’s Office will conduct 
formal tribal consultations with Oregon’s 
nine tribal governments to discuss MMIP 
issues, develop MMIP community response 
plans, create a District of Oregon MMIP 
Working Group, further develop data sur-
rounding Oregon MMIP cases and increase 
collaboration among all involved entities 
who interact with MMIP cases.

To read the complete report, go to  
tinyurl.com/MMIPReport.

Oregon Appellate Almanac  
Now Accepting Submissions

The Oregon Appellate Almanac is back 
and looking for submissions for 2021. The 
almanac is published by the Appellate Prac-
tice Section of the Oregon State Bar and 
focuses on issues of Oregon appellate law 
and practice. The almanac publishes works 
in the following areas:

• Biographies, interviews and profiles 
of figures in Oregon law and history;

• Court history, statistics and trivia;
• Analysis of intriguing or obscure 

issues in Oregon appellate law and 
procedure; and

• Humor, wit, poetry and puzzles.
Works should be between 500 and 2,000 

words and lightly footnoted as needed. Sub-
missions are due by July 1.

To see past editions of the almanac, visit 
https://appellatepractice.osbar.org. Ques-
tions and submissions should be sent to the 
editor, Nora Coon, at oregon.appellate. 
almanac@gmail.com.

Dynamics in the Workplace
The National Association for Law Place-

ment has released the results of a new study 
titled “Multiple Generations in Law Firms: 
Working Together,” offering insights into 
some of the generational dynamics at play 
in law firm work settings.

The first-of-its-kind study, which is of-
fered free to the public at nalp.org/generations, 
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Quotable
“I just think the talent market and the world of talent is 
changing dramatically. Organizations that take a strict, 
hard-line, ‘You have to be in the office every day’ (ap-
proach) are going to attract a narrow band of people, and 
I don’t think they’re going to be able to scale and grow.”

Harvard Law Professor Scott Westfahl, telling attendees at ALM’s 
virtual LegalWeek 2021 event that if ever there was a time for law firm 
leaders to step up and figure out how to adapt to a radically shifting 
industry landscape, it’s right now. For a look at how Oregon firms are 
adapting, see “Plotting a Return” on Page 22. 
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highlights the results of a survey that gath-
ered responses from 2,473 lawyers — 1,394 
partners and 1,079 associates — in 2019. 
With members of the baby boomer, Gen 
X and millennial generations all working 
together in today’s law firms and popular 
culture providing so many tropes and ste-
reotypes for each of these distinct genera-
tions, it seeks to measure some of the simi-
larities and differences in the opinions and 
attitudes held by partners and associates of 
a variety of ages.

Among the findings: The oldest mem-
bers of the millennial generation, who are 
now becoming partners at major U.S. law 
firms, prefer to work more often from home 
and have a somewhat higher opinion of their 
associates than their elders express. But in 
terms of their commitment to their work, 
their overall satisfaction and how closely 
their values align with their firms and clients, 
millennial lawyers appear to be cut from the 
same patterns as their predecessors. n
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By Nik Chourey

Top 5 Bar Counsel Articles: Bar Counsel Guidance Endures

BAR COUNSEL

Each year, General Counsel’s Of-
fice provides prospective ethics 
guidance to several thousand Or-

egon attorneys on the Oregon State Bar’s 
Ethics Helpline. Members may call the 
General Counsel’s Ethics Helpline for 
guidance regarding their own prospective 
conduct or email General Counsel’s Of-
fice to seek guidance.1 This member con-
nection affords the bar a constantly grow-
ing understanding of the ethics questions 
that attorneys most often encounter in the 
real world. This critical, member-driven 
knowledge is regularly reflected in month-
ly Bulletin Bar Counsel articles focused on 
legal ethics trends and analyses under the 
Rules of Professional Conduct. 

As such, I am almost always able to cite 
lawyers to responsive Bar Counsel articles in 
the online archives for help with their indi-
vidual questions. Considering the most fre-
quent questions that I handle, I’ve combed 
the archives and present the following pearls 
of ethical wisdom in this distillation of the 
Top Five Bar Counsel Articles.2  

Oldies, But Goodies
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Nik Chourey

1. “Conflicts Analysis: A Journey 
Down the Rabbit Hole,” August/ 
September 2016. 

Take a look at 
this article for a 
primer on common 
conflicts questions. 
A client intake sys-
tem is necessary to 
avoid running afoul 
of the conflict rules. 
After all, a “see no 

evil, hear no evil” approach is not a viable 
defense to a failure to recognize a conflict. 
See In re Knappenberger, 338 Or 348 (2005) 
(disciplining a lawyer who failed to have a 
conflict check system and holding a lawyer 
“may not rely solely on his or her memory 
to avoid prohibited conflicts”). Lawyers are 
deemed to know that a conflict exists if they 
should have known through the exercise of 
reasonable care about the facts giving rise to 
the conflict. RPC 1.0(h). 

Client identification is crucial to any 
conflicts analysis because, unless you know 
whom you represent and have represented, 
you cannot analyze whether a conflict ex-
ists. Even if you do not have an engagement 
agreement or have not filed an appearance 
on behalf of an individual, you may have a 
client. An attorney-client relationship exists 
whenever a client subjectively believes you 
are his or her lawyer and objective facts sup-
port the client’s belief. In re Weidner, 310 
Or 757, 770 (1990). 

While in most situations attorneys who 
represent entities are deemed to only rep-
resent the entity, and not its constituents, 
the analysis still depends on the specific 
facts of the relationship. RPC 1.13; see also 
OSB Formal Ethics Op. No. 2005-85 (rep-
resenting corporations and partnerships); 
OSB Formal Ethics Ops. 2005-30, 2005-77 
and 2005-121 (representing insurers and 
insureds); OSB Formal Ethics Ops. Nos. 

2005-62 and 2005-119 (representing fidu-
ciaries). 

Lastly, to complete a conflicts analy-
sis, you need to know whether a client is a 
current or a former client. RPC 1.7; RPC 
1.9. Former client conflicts and prospec-
tive client conflicts may always be resolved 
through informed consent. RPC 1.9(a); 
1.18(d). But current client conflicts, in-
cluding self-interest conflicts, can only be 
waived if a lawyer meets all of the condi-
tions outlined in RPC 1.7(b). 

2. “A Divergence in Loyalty: How 
Lawyers Stumble into Personal- 
Interest Conflicts,” December 2020. 

Ever wonder if 
your personal inter-
est in your reputa-
tion, finances or 
professional license 
could create con-
flict? Identification 
of self-interest con-
flicts often evades a 

per se approach, but this article gives you the 
navigational tools necessary to get started.3 
A personal-interest conflict of interest ex-
ists when circumstances raise a “significant 
risk” that an attorney’s personal interest will 
“materially limit” the representation. RPC 
1.7(a)(2). A lawyer’s personal interest can 
stem from myriad considerations — the law-
yer’s own financial well-being, the lawyer’s 
personal relationships, the lawyer’s interest 
in avoiding malpractice claims or discipline, 
or the lawyer’s interest in maintaining a 
good reputation in the legal community.

Representation when a personal inter-
est conflict exists is prohibited, unless the 
lawyer reasonably believes it is possible to 
continue to provide diligent and compe-
tent representation and the client provides 
written4 informed consent.5 RPC 1.7(a)(2), 
1.7(b). When a personal-interest conflict 
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requires an attorney to withdraw from the 
representation,6 attorneys must do so mind-
fully, and in accord with the duties upon 
withdrawal, under RPC 1.16. Ordinarily, an 
attorney’s personal interest conflict will not 
be imputed to the other members of their 
law firm.7 

3. “Don’t Forget to Shut the Screen 
Door: Avoiding Conflicts and  
Retaining Clients,” June 2016. 

Wondering what 
an “ethical wall” is 
and why you might 
need one? This ar-
ticle outlines how 
screens (also known 
as ethical walls) fit 
with our rules, and 
when they may be re-

quired or just plain useful. 
While there are numerous advantages 

to working in a firm, including the ability 
to freely share client confidences with col-
leagues, this close relationship means that 
in most instances one lawyer’s conflicts are 
imputed to all of the other lawyers in a firm.8 
A screen is a device that enables lawyers to 
prevent some conflicts from being imput-
ed among members of a firm. In theory, a 
screen can prevent a lawyer who is person-
ally disqualified from inadvertently obtain-
ing or sharing confidential information with 
other members of a firm or otherwise influ-
encing the firm’s representation of the client. 

Rule 1.10(c) only allows screening of 
former client conflicts under Rule 1.9. A 
screen cannot resolve a current client con-
flict under Rule 1.7. Instead, when a conflict 
arises under RPC 1.7, a firm must consider 
whether it is possible to resolve the conflict 
by obtaining informed consent all affected 
clients as outlined in Rule 1.7(b). 

The type of screen required depends on 
what procedures are “reasonably adequate” 
under the circumstances. Rule 1.0(n), de-
fines screened to mean “the isolation of a 
lawyer from any participation in a matter 
through the timely imposition of procedures 
within a firm that are reasonably adequate 
under the circumstances to protect informa-
tion that the isolated lawyer is obligated to 
protect under these Rules or other law.” 

Under Rule 1.18(a), a person who con-
sults with a lawyer about a possible repre-
sentation is a prospective client. Rule 1.18 
further provides that lawyers owe a duty of 
confidentiality to prospective clients, and 
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in some circumstances a prior consultation 
can create a conflict. Specifically, a lawyer is 
prohibited from representing “a client with 
interests materially adverse to those of a 
prospective client in the same or a substan-
tially related matter if the lawyer received 
information from the prospective client 
that could be significantly harmful” to the 
prospective client in the matter, unless the 
rule provides an exception. RPC 1.18(c). 
The two exceptions available are informed 
consent and screening with notice to the 
prospective client. RPC 1.18(d). 

4. “Client Informational Subpoenas: 
Responding, Protecting Client  
Confidences,” June 2008. 

For lawyers, con-
fidentiality is key. But 
what happens when 
a third-party tries to 
subpoena your client 
file or serves you with 
a deposition notice? 
With limited excep-
tion, lawyers have a 

duty not to use or disclose “information re-
lating to the representation of a client.” RPC 
1.6(a); ORS 9.460(3). As defined under RPC 
1.0(f), “information relating to the represen-
tation of client” falls into one of two catego-
ries: 1) information subject to the attorney-
client privilege, and 2) information gained 
during the course of the attorney-client 
relationship “that the client has requested 
be held inviolate or the disclosure of which 
would be embarrassing or would be likely to 
be detrimental to the client.”

Generally, privileged information is 
limited to lawyer-client communications 
that are made in confidence for the purpose 
of obtaining or providing legal advice. See 
ORS 40.225/OEC Rule 503. Information 
protected by RPC 1.6 is broader than and 
distinct from information protected by the 
evidentiary rule of privilege.  See State v. 
Keenan/Waller, 307 Or 515, 519 (1989). 
Thus, waiver or inapplicability of the privi-
lege does not allow the lawyer to disclose 
other client information that the client has 
asked be kept secret or which would embar-
rass or injure the client if revealed. See In re 
Lackey, 333 Or 215, 227 (2002) (“even if the 
information was no longer privileged be-
cause of its prior, authorized disclosure … it 
still could be held a ‘secret’ if the client had 
requested that it be held inviolate or if the 
disclosure would be embarrassing or likely 
be detrimental to the client.”).
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A lawyer who have been served with a 
subpoena or other request for information 
about the lawyer’s former client arises in 
many contexts.9 Determining how to re-
spond to these types of requests requires an 
understanding of the lawyer’s duty of confi-
dentiality and how it interfaces with other 
applicable laws.

Many authorities have concluded that 
the duty of confidentiality compels lawyers 
who are faced with a subpoena or request 
for client information to assert on behalf 
of the client all non-frivolous claims that 
the information is protected from disclo-
sure. See, e.g., Arizona Ethics Op No 2000-
11 (2000); District of Columbia Ethics Op 
288 (1999); ABA Model Rule 1.6 cmt [13]. 
While Oregon has neither case law nor any 
ethics opinions that directly address this 
issue, it is probably safe to assume that fol-
lowing the guidance provided by these au-
thorities would keep most Oregon lawyers 
out of most trouble. The key to carrying out 
this charge is to understand what informa-
tion is protected from disclosure in order to 
avoid making frivolous claims of non-dis-
closure, which could violate RPC 3.1.

Assuming the information sought is 
protected by RPC 1.6, several exceptions 
may allow (or even require) the lawyer 
to provide the information. For example, 
lawyers may reveal client information with 
client consent or if disclosure is “impliedly 
authorized to carry out the representa-
tion.” RPC 1.6(a). When the former client 
is deceased, assessing whether disclosure is 
“impliedly authorized” can be difficult and 
obtaining consent of the client, impossible. 
Nonetheless, the duty of confidentiality 
survives. Swidler & Berlin v. United States, 
524 U.S. 399, 407 (1998) (holding that the 
lawyer-client privilege survives the death of 
the client, since posthumous application of 
the privilege encourages full and frank com-
munication with counsel).

In deciding how to respond to a sub-
poena or discovery request for client in-
formation, probably the most relevant and 
frequently relied upon exception may be 
found in RPC 1.6(b)(5). It allows disclo-
sure of client confidences “to the extent the 
lawyer reasonably believes necessary” to 
comply with other law or court order. For 
example, a will is generally protected from 
disclosure under RPC 1.6.10 

Determining whether information is 
protected by RPC 1.6 and whether a stat-
ute requires disclosure is not always an easy 
task. Consequently, in practice, it may be 

Health Insurance Plans for Oregon Attorneys
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safer for a lawyer who has done the analysis 
of the issues but remains unsure of wheth-
er disclosure is authorized or required by 
“other law” to leave it to a judge to make the 
determination. When a court has ordered 
disclosure of information, RPC 1.6(b)(5) 
also allows the lawyer to disclose the infor-
mation. See ABA Formal Op 94-385 (1994)
(concluding that if a lawyer’s challenge 
to a subpoena for information protected 
by Model Rule 1.6 is unsuccessful, and 
the lawyer is ordered by the court to turn 
over the subpoenaed information, then the 
lawyer may do so). 

5. “Ethics in Dangerous Situations: 
Responding to Suicidal Clients,  
Menacing Parties or Threatening 
Behavior,” October 2015. 

When faced with 
a client in crisis, an 
explosive opposing 
party, or the threat 
of harm, a lawyer’s 
ethics analysis may 
feel like a higher-
stakes game. This 
article helps lawyers 

consider the ethics of dangerous situations 
in advance, so they are prepped to provide 
a cool-headed and thoughtful response in 
the heat of the moment. Statements about 
contemplating self-harm should always be 
taken seriously. Oregon has one of the high-
est suicide rates in the country.11

When a lawyer reasonably believes that 
disclosing confidential information about a 
client is necessary to prevent “reasonably 
certain substantial bodily harm or death,” 
RPC 1.6(b)(2) allows the lawyer to make 
a disclosure to the extent necessary to pre-
vent the harm. When a client makes a cred-
ible threat of suicide, this exception allows a 
lawyer to disclose information necessary to 
protect the client from reasonably certain 
harm. The term reasonable “denotes the 
conduct of a reasonably prudent and com-
petent lawyer.” RPC 1.0(k). 

When a client is vulnerable due to a 
significant impairment of some kind, a 
lawyer may have limited discretion to take 
protective action. RPC 1.14. Any protec-
tive action a lawyer takes must be the least 
restrictive action sufficient to address the 
situation.  See  OSB Formal Ethics Op No 
2005-41.

A lawyer who has been threatened by 
a client has a discretionary ground to with-
draw for “good cause.” RPC 1.16(b)(7).  
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The manner of the lawyer’s withdrawal, 
however, must comply with RPC 1.16. 
Depending on the lawyer’s reaction to the 
client’s threat, the lawyer may also have a 
mandatory duty to withdraw based on a 
self-interest conflict. RPC 1.16(a)(1); 1.7(a)
(2); see OSB Formal Ethics Op No 2009-182 
(discussing whether a lawyer must seek to 
withdraw based on a self-interest conflict 
when a client files a bar complaint).

In withdrawing, a lawyer must give 
the client notice of the withdrawal and 
comply with any applicable law requir-
ing notice to or permission of a tribunal 
when terminating a representation. RPC 
1.16(c);  see e.g., UTCR 3.140. When mov-
ing to withdraw, the lawyer must not en-
gage in a “noisy” withdrawal that discloses 
client confidences. See OSB Formal Ethics 
Op. 2011-185. For example, it would likely 
be detrimental to the client’s interests to 
disclose that the client had threatened the 
lawyer.  See  RPC 1.6(a), 1.0(f). If a court 
ordered the lawyer to disclose the reason 
for the withdrawal, the lawyer could reveal 
the information necessary to comply with 
the court’s order but should seek to disclose 
the information in a manner that is least 
damaging to the client (e.g., disclosure 
under seal or in camera). RPC 1.6(b)(5).

A lawyer who has been threatened 
by the opposing party, generally may re-
port the behavior to law enforcement. You 
should be careful, however, not to disclose 
information that you learned in the course 
of representing your client without her per-
mission. If you want to share information 
with law enforcement, such as confidential 
information your client shared with you 
about respondent’s abusive behavior, you 
must seek your client’s informed consent. 
RPC 1.6(a). As above, keep in mind that a 
lawyer may be required to withdraw if the 
opponent’s threat causes a personal interest 
conflict in the continued representation.12 n

Conclusion
Lawyers with ethical concerns are al-

ways welcome to contact the Legal Ethics 
Helpline or turn to legal ethics resources 
in the Bar Counsel Article Archives on Bar 
Books for answers. Together, we can work 
to manage hard ethical questions that may 
arise during the practice of law.  

Nik Chourey is deputy general counsel for the 
Oregon State Bar. Reach him at nchourey@
osbar.org.
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Endnotes

1. The helpline does not advise members on 
past conduct or completed conduct except 
to provide guidance on the application of 
Oregon RPC 8.3 and the member’s own duty 
to report misconduct.

2. Visit the archives here: https://www.osbar.
org/ethics/bulletinbarcounsel.html.

3. See OSB Legal Ethics Op 2009-182 (https://
www.osbar.org/_docs/ethics/2009-182.pdf).

4. RPC 1.0(b): “Confirmed in writing,” when 
used in reference to the informed consent 
of a person, denotes informed consent 
that is given in writing by the person or a 
writing that a lawyer promptly transmits 
to the person confirming an oral informed 
consent. See paragraph (g) for the definition 
of “informed consent.” If it is not feasible 
to obtain or transmit the writing at the time 
the person gives informed consent, then the 
lawyer must obtain or transmit it within a 
reasonable time thereafter.

5. RPC 1.0(g): “Informed consent” denotes the 
agreement by a person to a proposed course 
of conduct after the lawyer has communi-
cated adequate information and explanation 
about the material risks of and reasonably 
available alternatives to the proposed course 
of conduct. When informed consent is 
required by these rules to be confirmed in 
writing or to be given in a writing signed 
by the client, the lawyer shall give and the 
writing shall reflect a recommendation that 
the client seek independent legal advice to 
determine if consent should be given.

6. RPC 1.16(a)(1): Except as stated in paragraph 
(c), a lawyer shall not represent a client 
or, where representation has commenced, 
shall withdraw from the representation of 
a client if: (1) the representation will result 
in violation of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct or other law. Note also that a res-
ignation caused by a current client conflict, 
for example, is governed by UTCR 3.140 
(see https://www.courts.oregon.gov/rules/
UTCR/2020_UTCR_ch3.pdf).

7. RPC 1.10(a) While lawyers are associated 
in a firm, none of them shall knowingly 
represent a client when any one of them 
practicing alone would be prohibited from 
doing so by Rules 1.7 or 1.9, unless the 
prohibition is based on a personal interest 
of the prohibited lawyer or on Rule 1.7(a)
(3) and does not present a significant risk of 
materially limiting the representation of the 
client by the remaining lawyers in the firm.

8. “Firm” is defined by RPC 1.0(d), and 
includes “Of Counsel” lawyers. See https://
www.osbar.org/_docs/rulesregs/orpc.pdf. 
Special imputation and screening rules 
apply to government attorneys, third-party 
neutrals and legislators. See RPC 1.10(e), 
1.11, 1.12 and the Oregon Code of Judicial 
Conduct Rule 3.10(A)(1)-(2), and OSB Formal 
Ethics Opinions Nos. 2005-120 and 2005-
114.

9. The lawyer may be asked to testify in a 
competency hearing where the former  

The Oregon State Bar is looking for someone to assist with planning, 
developing, editing, and managing content of the OSB’s membership 
magazine, the Bulletin. 

Please visit www.osbar.org/osbcenter/openings.html  
for job details. 

Equal Opportunity Employer.

OSB Bulletin Editor
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client’s capacity is at issue; the lawyer may 
be asked to provide file materials and testi-
mony regarding a dispute between business 
partners where the lawyer formerly repre-
sented one or both of the partners; the law-
yer may be asked to testify as to his client’s 
state of mind or intentions when a contract 
was signed; the lawyer may be asked to pro-
vide a former client’s estate planning file in a 
probate matter; or the lawyer may be asked 
to testify or provide information in a former 
client’s post-conviction proceeding.

10. However, ORS 112.810 specifies circum-
stances under which the custodian of a will 
must deliver it to a third person or the court. 
Because disclosure of the will is necessary to 
comply with this statute, doing so is compat-
ible with a lawyer’s duties under the rules of 
professional conduct.

11. The CDC ranked Oregon’s suicide rate  
second in the nation.

12. A self-interest conflict, under RPC 1.7(a)(2), 
can be resolved with your client’s informed 
consent as long as you can still provide 
diligent and competent representation to 
the client, despite your personal experiences 
with the respondent. RPC 1.7(b).

The bar’s General Counsel’s 
Office is available to discuss prospec-
tive legal ethics questions related to 
a member’s own conduct. A staff 
attorney can help identify appli-
cable ethics rules, point out relevant 
formal ethics opinions and other re-
sources and share an initial reaction 
to callers’ ethics questions.

The assistance that bar staff pro-
vides is informal and nonbinding and 
is not confidential; no attorney-client 
relationship is established between 
callers and the lawyers employed 
by the Oregon State Bar. (Lawyers 
seeking confidential ethics advice 
about the propriety of their previous 
decisions or actions should consult a 
private attorney.)

Members with questions can call  
the ethics helpline at (503) 431-6475 
to be connected to the first available 
bar staff attorney. 

Legal Ethics Assistance

Reach Your Target Audience
with advertising in the OSB Bulletin

Display and Attorney Marketplace Advertisement and  
Lawyer Announcements

Grandt Mansfield | grandt@llmpubs.com | (503) 445-2226

Classifieds 
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Imagine the Lessons We Could Learn from Pop Songs

Writing that Sings! By Elizabeth Ruiz Frost

With fewer opportunities for for-
mal writing instruction after law 
school, many of us hone our 

writing skills by reading. We find inspiration 
for our own voice and style by reading our 
mentors’ work, by reading great literature.

But what if we turned to pop music in-
stead of literature? What would we learn? 
In this month’s column, I pick apart lyr-
ics from popular music and explore some 
of the unconventional writing lessons we 
would have picked up.

Now, before you fire off your missive 
to me about artistic expression: I know, 
I know. I don’t really think artists should 
worry about or rewrite lyrics for grammati-
cal correctness. Or, at least, most of the time 
I don’t think they should — the Backstreet 
Boys surely could have fixed the errors be-
low without sacrificing their art.

With that caveat out of the way, though, 
let’s use popular music as our muse and see 
what tips recording artists might offer to 
make our own writing more, well, lyrical. 

THE LEGAL WRITER
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Elizabeth Ruiz Frost

Rules? Facts?
Lady Gaga would teach us that pro-

nouns can be used any which way one wants. 
In “Bad Romance,” the chorus repeats, “You 
and me could write a bad romance.” The 
problem there is that me is an object pro-
noun, so me can’t do anything. I, on the oth-
er hand, is a subject pronoun, so only I could 
join her in writing her bad romance.

And I’d like to! She seems fun.
Lady Gaga isn’t the only artist to use 

object pronouns and subject pronouns in-
correctly. Remember the song “Hungry 
Eyes” by Eric Carmen? When he sings, “I 
feel the magic between you and I,” he incor-
rectly uses the subject pronoun. One band, 
She and Him, doubled down on pronoun 
confusion by naming the band a mix-and-
match of the subject and object pronouns.

Journey would lead us to believe that 
writers can play fast and loose with facts 
— a sing-now, check-later philosophy-of-
sorts. In “Don’t Stop Believing,” Steve Per-
ry famously sings, “Just a city boy, born and 
raised in South Detroit.” Sounds good, but 
there is no South Detroit. South of Detroit 
lies a fine Canadian city called Windsor.

Steve Perry admits he was unaware that 
South Detroit didn’t exist when he wrote 
the song, but he thought “south” sounded 
better than the other directions. Now that 
he knows, he says he’s OK with the mis-
take.1 Legal writers don’t have that luxury, 
though. Accuracy matters, Steve.

On a similar note, a writer would learn 
from Jason Mraz not to sweat word choice; 
if it sounds right, use it.

In “I’m Yours,” a song that has been 
played in more dentists’ offices than any 
other song in history, Jason says, “Listen to 
the music of the moment/people dance and 
sing/we’re just one big family/and it’s our 
godforsaken right to be loved, loved, loved.” 
Godforsaken right to be loved? I don’t think 
that word means what he thinks it means. 

And indeed, since recording it (presumably 
in front of loads of other people, none of 
whom mentioned that godforsaken doesn’t 
make sense in that context), he has changed 
the lyric in live performances to “God-in-
tended right.”

So what’s the better lesson? Before us-
ing a word you’re unsure about, look it up.

From The Dave Matthews Band, we’d 
learn to put modifiers wherever we want. 
In pretty much every song, Dave jumbles 
up the sentences Yoda-style to craft his 
jam-band poetry. For example, in “Typical 
Situation” he sings, “Ten fingers counting 
we have each.” Each what? And what do 
we have?

Using a more traditional subject-verb-
object structure would make the sentence 
easier to understand, and keeping the mod-
ifier (each) closer to the thing it modifies 
(we) would clear things up, too. With those 
revisions, I think he means “we each have 
10 fingers counting.” Definitely a different 
vibe, but easier to parse.

In “All I Have to Give,” the Backstreet 
Boys flirt with subject-verb agreement but 
strike out. Brian sings, “Does his gifts come 
from the heart?” And then AJ follows up 
with “Does his friends get all your time?” 
The message is so important — you can do 
better than him, girl! — but Brian and AJ 
both fail to properly match up those plural 
subjects (gifts and friends) with the proper 
form of the verb (do).

Words Matter
Of course, the words we use are just as 

important as how we use them.
Tons of pop songs perpetuate the mis-

use of the words lay and lie. Bob Dylan’s 
song “Lay Lady Lay” is just one example. Lie 
is an intransitive verb, which means it does 
not require an object. Thus, when a lady re-
clines, she lies. By contrast, lay is a transitive 
verb that does require an object. Because 
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Dylan’s phrase has no object, the proper 
title would have been “Lie, Lady, Lie.”

Had Dylan told the lady to lay her cards 
on the table instead — the cards being an 
object of the action — then lay would  
be correct.

Readers of this fine publication might 
not remember LFO, and that’s for the best. 
LFO was a short-lived boy band with some 
of the catchiest, most imbecilic lyrics out 
there. Indeed, if one were to learn to write 
from an LFO song, she’d learn that it’s OK 
to dump out thoughts in no particular order 
and then leave them exactly that way.

LFO would have a writer believe she 
need not connect the dots for the reader, 
and that the first draft can be the final draft.

Take this passage from “Summer Girls,” 
for example: “New Kids on the Block had a 
bunch of hits/Chinese food makes me sick/
And I think it’s fly when girls stop by for 
the summer.” If those thoughts really are 
connected, the listener will not understand 
how. Perhaps the boys from LFO could 
have cleaned up that first draft with sub-
stantive transitions to show the relationship 
between ideas so the reader could better 
follow their thoughts.

Consider this revision. “New Kids on 
the Block had a bunch of hits. I remember 
listening to them when I first tried Chinese 
food, which made me sick. Even though 
I was sick, I still thought it was fly when 
girls stopped by for the summer.” Coher-
ent writing requires clear introductions, 
strong topic sentences and transitional 
words and phrases to show the relation-
ship of ideas.

But some first drafts aren’t worth revis-
ing. No substantive transition can link these 
LFO lyrics: “You’re the best girl that I ever 
did see/The great Larry Bird, Jersey 33.”

On Second Thought
Repetition can be an effective rhetori-

cal device — even in legal writing, where 
sometimes elegant variation can create con-
fusion. But Justin Bieber would have you 
go all in on those propositions. In his first 
single, “Baby,” Justin sings baby 56 times! 
Fifty-six times in just over three minutes! I 
might have advised him that repetition can 
turn to monotony, and that after maybe 20 
baby references, he could have mixed it up a 
bit to keep his listeners interested.

From Mandy Moore, writers might 
learn that any simile is a good simile. Similes 
can be an effective tool for painting a vivid  
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picture for the reader. Similes can be an 
opportunity for creativity, for pairing two 
things that might not typically be paired. 
They can create an image and a tone in ways 
that regular old narratives with adjectives 
cannot. But sometimes similes become cli-
ché, or in Mandy Moore’s case, the simile 
makes no sense at all.

In Mandy’s freshman single, “Candy,” 
the chorus repeats (again and again) “I’m 
missing you like candy.” That ... doesn’t 
mean anything. A regular old adjective or ad-
verb would work better: “I really miss you.”

Britney Spears is probably a descriptiv-
ist who believes language should be writ-
ten as it is actually used in speech. At least 
that’s what I take from her song, “Every-
time.” Well, she’s either a descriptivist or 
she doesn’t have spellcheck.

Everytime is not a word, though I un-
derstand how one might confuse it with 
anytime, which most certainly is a word. 
Sometimes those compound nouns can be 
hard — are they two words, like ice cream? 
Hyphenated like merry-go-round? One 
word, like babysitter? When unsure how 
to write a compound noun, look it up in  
the dictionary.

Bad spelling isn’t the only lesson Brit-
ney has taught us. In “Circus,” she sings, 
“There’s only two types of people out 
there...” Though there’s is excessively com-
mon in speech, she should have said there 
are instead of there is. The to be verb in that 
sentence refers to the two types, so the verb 
must be in the plural form.

On the other hand, getting rid of exple-
tive construction (there is) altogether and 
replacing it with a concrete subject and a 
more interesting verb would have yielded a 
more vivid sentence: Two types of people 
exist in this world.

Finally, The Jackson 5 teach us to 
throw proofreading out the window in “I’ll 
Be There.” I hate to take shots at a band of 
children,2 but Michael loses the thread for a 
second at the end of the song. He sings, “I 
know he better be good to you/’cause if he 
doesn’t, I’ll be there.” For the sake of paral-
lelism, he should say, “’Cause if he isn’t, I’ll 
be there.”

I make this kind of mistake when I have 
half a sentence with one good idea and 
another half a sentence with a different 
good idea, and then I shove those two to-
gether. All those mash-ups need is a bit of  
proofreading to smooth them out. If the 
Jacksons had read the lyrics out loud once 
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or twice before pressing record, would they 
have caught that?

The Final Verse
So what can we learn from all this? Not 

much, other than my age. The song refer-
ences here date me like rings on a tree. But 
perhaps the big takeaway is to enjoy Justin 
Bieber for the art, not for the English lessons.

To inspire your writing, it’s probably 
best to stick to writers like Toni Morrison 
and Colson Whitehead instead. n

Elizabeth Ruiz Frost teaches Legal Research 
and Writing and other courses at the Univer-
sity of Oregon School of Law. Reach her at 
efrost@uoregon.edu.

ENDNOTES

1. See “Stop Believing! Perry admits there’s no 
South Detroit,” tinyurl.com/NoSouthDetroit

2. Unless it’s the Von Trapps, or the Partridges, 
or Hanson, or the Jonas Brothers (early work 
only), or the Brady Bunch in the family band 
episodes.
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Firms Rethink How They’ll  
Practice Law Post-COVID

By Cliff Collins
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And like Lane Powell, many also express surprise at how well 
the changes dictated by the pandemic have worked out for them and 
their clients so far. Moreover, thanks to foresight and planning, at 
least some firms say they have been able to maintain a steady volume 
of work.

One of those is Cauble, Selvig & Whittington in Grants Pass. 
Christopher Cauble, the firm’s managing partner, says he saw early 
on what was happening with COVID’s impact on workplaces and 
made substantial investments in new computer equipment and IT.

The firm experienced “a slowdown in production for a time as 
we got used to things,” he says. “We did have several months of 
stress, aggravation and significant unpredicted expenditures. But we 
have come out of this in very good shape and have continued rev-
enue growth. We were able to adjust quickly and efficiently, which 
has expanded our ability to serve clients effectively. We invested a 
significant amount of time and resources to get to this point, but we 
believe the investment was worth it.”

Cauble hired an additional associate over the past year and sev-
eral over the past four years, yet did not have to bring in more sup-
port staff when hiring the two most recent new associates. As the 
practice of law has become more “computerized” and efficient, he 
says, less support staff has been required.

Editor’s note: This is the second in a three-part series about the eco-
nomic impact of COVID-19 on Oregon’s legal profession. In April, the 
Bulletin looked at hiring trends. Coming in July: How are employers 
adapting their associate training programs in the wake of the pandemic?

Despite the extreme disruption brought on by the CO-
VID-19 pandemic, Oregon law firms of various sizes 
have found unexpected advantages in a changed work 
environment.

As a result, many say the practice of law will not look the same 
after the spread of the disease is controlled — a sentiment that seems 
to mirror the views of their colleagues across the country as the full 
impact of the pandemic becomes apparent.

Working remotely has grown in popularity over the past year, 
according to a Clio Legal Trends Report, with 28 percent of U.S. 
law firms operating without commercial office space at the end of 
2020 and an additional 12 percent indicating that they are not sure 
whether they will keep brick-and-mortar locations going forward.1

Sensei Enterprises, a consulting firm that tracks trends in the le-
gal profession, says it believes those numbers will increase in 2021. 
The company reports that some firms are looking to sublet part of 
their space, and that others are contemplating the use of rotating 
offices shared by lawyers. Large, luxurious partner offices may also 
become a thing of the past, Sensei says, although it notes that while 
the physical footprint of the office may be reduced, “virtually ev-
eryone seems to agree that firms of a certain size need some kind of 
office in which to conduct meetings, have a receptionist to deal with 
mail, packages, etc.”2

In Oregon, many firms seem to be taking a cautious approach 
as the pandemic’s full impact on the legal profession continues to 
evolve. A salient example is Lane Powell: Like most midsize to large 
firms, its attorneys and staff have been working nearly entirely re-
motely since March 2020.

That situation has “worked out better than I ever would have 
imagined,” says Tom Sondag, vice president and managing partner 
for Lane Powell’s Portland office. “We found to our delight we were 
as or more productive in a remote environment.” 

Sondag says Lane Powell has been in a wait-and-see mode 
from the beginning, and that no one in the firm anticipated it 
still would be in that situation more than a year later. But giv-
en that the current setup has proved successful, he says, “We  
certainly see no reason to hurry back in until COVID is in the rear-
view mirror.”

When the firm does return to its offices, Sondag says it will “not 
be full bore,” but by steps, similar to “the way the state is approach-
ing it. The reintroduction to the office will be safe. I think most firms 
like us are not in a hurry to rush back too soon.”

Indeed, many if not all Oregon law firms seem to be in a hold-
ing pattern: Whether they’ve been working predominantly remote-
ly, did at first but then returned in limited, spaced-out fashion or 
never left the office but maintained their distance and kept their 
doors closed to the public, they are continuing that status quo. They 
are waiting, the firms say, to see how the vaccine distribution and 
spread of the disease play out before changing their current pattern.

Firms Rethink How They’ll  
Practice Law Post-COVID

By Cliff Collins

Plotting a Return

“We enjoy the freedom and  
flexibility remote work provides.  

That will change the way we  
utilize our space, and we don’t need 

as much of it ... It’s our biggest  
expense besides people.”

“Lawyers are able to do more with less,” Cauble says, noting that 
other than himself and a receptionist, most of the firm’s lawyers and 
staff work from home. “We’ve gotten used to doing things this way.”

Cauble, who began a four-year term on the Oregon State Bar 
Board of Governors in January, says a big factor in adapting has been 
the types of cases a law firm handles. Although “the economic un-
certainty is a concern for litigation, other areas of practice seem to 
have done well or expanded,” he says.

Cauble, Selvig & Whittington has been doing a lot of depositions 
and some appeals online, which can be more efficient than traveling 
and doing them in person. But “a lot needs to be done in person,” 
especially complex cases and jury trials, and “I think courts are going 
to want people to appear in person” once the pandemic subsides.

“Some things have changed for the better,” adds Cauble, point-
ing to the fact that law firms’ transition to working remotely will 
serve them well in future epidemics and emergencies of all types.
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Tonkon Torp Managing Partner Kurt 
Ruttum agrees and says he’s seen simi-
lar results at his firm over the course of 
the pandemic. The switch to working re-
motely has “worked out better than we 
figured. Productivity has been quite high,” 
Ruttum says. But he is quick to point out 
that a big reason why the transition has 
gone smoothly was preparation: Some 
years back, the firm invested in ready-
ing technology for members to work  
remotely when necessary.

So when downtown Portland experi-
enced a power outage for a week about four 
years ago, he says, “We didn’t miss a beat. 
We wanted to be sure we could work at 
home well.”

Chanpone Sinlapasai, a partner in the 
five-attorney Lake Oswego law firm Maran-
das Sinlapasai Garcia, hopes the courts will 
retain remote access as part of their way of 
doing business once the pandemic has re-
ceded. She sees it as a way of enhancing ac-
cess to justice.

“I would like to encourage all the courts, 
both federal and state, to continue to use 
Webex and telephonic hearings,” she says. 
“It has been wonderful for my clients who, 
for example, don’t have a car or can’t leave 
work to make an appearance. These types 
of appearances are easier and more efficient 
for the community and court.”

Meanwhile, her firm members have 
been working half-time at home and half-
time in the office since February. She says 
most of the firm’s clients are still reluctant 
to come into the office, but both attorneys 
and their clients have been able to adjust 
well using video conferencing or telephone.

“Most of my international clients prefer 
WhatsApp,” Sinlapasai says. “Locally, they 
want FaceTime and Zoom; they like seeing 
me face to face. For business meetings, we 
use various platforms.”

As far as plans to return to the office 
more fully, “we’ve just started talking about 
that, and have no firm idea” of an approxi-

Tonkon Torp remodeled its three-story office in a downtown Portland tower last spring, but walking through it now feels eerie, says Managing Partner 
Kurt Ruttum. “We have this gorgeous space, with nobody there.” As far as space requirements, “are we really going to need all staff in the office all 
the time? Probably not,” he says. Photo by Portland Photography
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mate date, especially with the recent surge 
in cases and hospitalizations in Oregon, 
along with the predominance of a new vari-
ant, she says. Ideally, though, she thinks 
that for many situations — such as during 
complex litigation, reviewing documents 
together or sharing strategies — “we would 
want people in the office.”

A Hybrid Model
Other firms also credit preplanning and 

preparation for their ability to pivot during 
the pandemic. Tim Williams, the managing 
partner and lead litigator for Dwyer Wil-
liams Cherkoss Attorneys, says his firm add-
ed heavy-duty air filters to its offices months 
ago, for example; its location in Bend, the 
largest of six offices across the state, under-
went a complete remodel last year.

The result has been a hybrid practice of 
sorts. Roughly 10-20 percent of the firm’s 
employees are now onsite at any given 
time, and “we keep a calendar of how many 
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are in the building” so that not too many are there at once, Williams 
says. But when one of the firm’s employees left the state during the 
pandemic, the firm was able to keep her on board because she was 
able to work just as well remotely.

In fact, the firm has kept all employees on staff full time,  
Williams notes, and has no plans to downsize.

“We’re doing our best to follow guidelines, and we’re going 
to wait it out until staff members are vaccinated” before allow-
ing more people to return to offices, says Williams, who serves as 
president of the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association. “We’re being 
as cautious as possible.”

Ruttum says Tonkon Torp has already “started preliminary 
thinking about what it looks like” in terms of a gradual return to tra-
ditional workspaces, but he doesn’t expect “a rolling start for those 
who want to come back” to begin happening until “maybe mid-
summer.” He says he’d like people to be back in the office as soon 
as feasible, but expects a “hybrid model for the foreseeable future.”

The firm remodeled its office last spring, and walking through 
it now feels eerie, Ruttum says. “We have this gorgeous space, with 
nobody there.” As far as space requirements, “are we really going to 
need all staff in the office all the time? Probably not,” he says.

Right now, Tonkon Torp occupies three floors in a downtown 
Portland tower and “a new lease is some years out.” But Ruttum, 
who has held informal conversations with managing partners in sim-
ilar-size law firms about reducing space, says he believes Tonkon 
Torp will look toward a more efficient layout because of a reduced 
need for space in the future.

“We’re all just trying to figure it out,” he says of how the firm’s 
future practice will be configured. “It will be different than now.”

Parna Mehrbani, a partner also with Tonkon Torp, says that 
firms need to consider ethnic minority lawyers and their thoughts 
of returning to the office.

“On the surface, I think the concerns of people of color in going 
back to in-person work are the same as anyone else,” she says. How-
ever, she notes, the risk of serious illness or death from COVID in 
the U.S. is statistically higher for people of color. “In addition, peo-
ple of color are less likely to be referred for testing” and less likely to 
be robustly treated in the health care system. 

“These factors raise the risk and make it frankly scarier for peo-
ple of color — not just lawyers — to return to work,” says Mehrbani, 
who also chairs the Leadership Council of Partners in Diversity, an 
affiliate of the Portland Business Alliance Charitable Institute and 
focuses on helping employers learn how to enhance diversity, equity 
and inclusion in the workplace.

She says another issue that may make the return to in-person 
work more challenging for people of color is “the additional trauma 
we’ve experienced during this time period when many have been 
working from home,” including multiple violent racial-related inci-
dences that have afflicted the nation over the last year.

“Those in management making the coming-back-to-work deci-
sions need to consider not just the COVID issues, but these issues 
as well, first and foremost by making sure that all voices are heard 
in the decision-making process, or better yet making sure that di-
verse lawyers and other diverse employees are part of the decision-
making team.”

Plotting a Return
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Lane Powell’s Sondag says the timing of 
his firm’s downtown Portland lease, which 
was set to expire at the end of May, was for-
tuitous in relation to the pandemic. After 
looking at other office locations, the firm 
concluded that its current one was the most 
optimal. But in renewing its lease, he says, 
the firm retains the option to give up one 
of the three floors it now leases and “reduce 
our footprint by over a third” as it moves 
to a hybrid environment of part office,  
part remote.

“This is driven by the recognition that 
we will be practicing differently,” Sondag 
says. “We enjoy the freedom and flexibil-
ity remote work provides. That will change 
the way we utilize our space, and we won’t 
need as much of it.”

As part of that restructuring plan, Lane 
Powell is examining a move toward sharing 
individual offices — “the concept of hotel-
ing,” Sondag says — so that when attorneys 
come in, they can take one of the offices 
available. In line with that idea, the firm will 
renovate to design “more and different-size 
conference rooms” where people can meet 
clients or work together.

“People are really trying to do more 
with less space,” he says. “It’s our biggest 
expense besides people.” The hope for the 
future, he adds, is that the firm can devote 
more resources “into our technology, and 
less into real estate.”  

Requiring Vaccinations
Front of mind for all firms, of course, 

is the desire to keep staff, clients and col-
leagues safe now and into the future. For 
McKean & Knaupp Attorneys in Hillsboro, 
that’s meant a multi-pronged approach to 
conducting business during the pandemic.

The firm cleans and sanitizes its office at 
least twice a day and has implemented other 
recommendations from public health offi-
cials regarding maintaining a safe and clean 
environment. It advises staff members who 
do not feel well to stay home. And it has 
worked to accommodate requests for phone 
consultations or phone meetings in lieu of 
meeting in person as much as possible.

“We went mostly virtual at first, but we 
have been in the office most of the time in 
the past several months,” says Matthew C. 
McKean, who like Cauble is a new member 
of the OSB Board of Governors. “We are 
trying to minimize in-office appointments, 
however.”

Other law firms have expressed a simi-
lar desire to bring people back into the of-
fice as soon as possible and still remain safe. 
But some, like Dwyer Williams Cherkoss, 
say they want to give lawyers and staff 
time to receive vaccinations first. And at 
least one firm with Oregon connections 

Intake Specialist Oscar Tejada works behind an acrylic shield that protects the front desk in the 
newly remodeled offices of Dwyer Williams Cherkoss Attorneys in Bend. Roughly 10-20 percent of 
the firm’s employees are now onsite at any given time in a space that features new heavy-duty air fil-
ters, sanitizer throughout the building, social-distancing stickers on the floors and “masks required” 
notices at all doors. Photo by Jerrad Miller/Story Lantern Photography

“I don’t think there  
is going back to  

what we considered 
normal ... Normal 
wasn’t working for 

some of us. It’s  
unfortunate that it 

took a tragic event like 
aglobal pandemic  
for our profession  

to catch up.”

— Davis Wright Tremaine — has already  
decided to make obtaining vaccinations a 
requirement.

“As vaccines against COVID-19 be-
come increasingly available, we are adopt-
ing a policy to safeguard the health of our 
employees and their families, our clients 
and visitors, and our communities,” DWT 
Managing Partner Jeff Gray announced in 
January to all of the firm’s locations in six 
cities across the country.

That’s a position that few other firms 
with local ties have taken so far. Stoel Rives, 
for example, says it will likely not require 
proof of vaccination as a condition for re-
turning to its offices — a trend that tracks 
with a recent study by the research firm 
Gartner, which surveyed 236 human re-
sources, legal, compliance and privacy lead-
ers in December 2020 and January 2021. It 
found that only 8 percent of respondents say 
they will require their employees to get CO-
VID vaccines, while roughly 71 percent said 
they would “encourage” them.3

DWT’s Gray sees it another way, though.
“We believe it is our responsibility to do 

our part,” he told his colleagues, “and we 
need everyone’s help to be able to get back 
to more normalized operations as quickly as 
we can.”

Plotting a Return
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The firm laid out several requirements for its lawyers and staff:

•  “Once you are eligible based on your state’s protocols, you 
are encouraged to get vaccinated as promptly as possible; 

• Allowing for a reasonable period of time to get vaccinated 
once eligible, only those who have been vaccinated will be  
allowed in the office or to attend firm-sponsored events. 
In the coming months, proof of vaccination will also be 
required;

• Those unable to be vaccinated due to a disability, advice of a 
medical provider or religious beliefs should contact Human 
Resources to explore reasonable accommodations;

• We will provide for paid time off to receive the vaccine and 
recover from side effects, if needed;

• The firm will reimburse for the cost of the vaccine in the 
event the government or your insurance does not cover it;

• Until the vaccines are widely available and significant por-
tions of the population become vaccinated, please continue 
to work from home unless your work requires you to come 
into the office. If you do come to the office, observe all 
current firm health and safety protocols — even if you have 
been vaccinated; and

• If we are able to, we will provide in-office vaccinations to 
our lawyers and staff like we have done with flu shots in  
the past.”

“We know we can work productively remotely, and we will retain  
that flexibility going forward,” says Bill Miner, partner-in-charge  
of DWT’s Portland office. “However, the forced separation has also 
reinforced the importance and need to be together to maintain our 
culture and our relationships, mentor, and serve our clients. Firm-
wide, we are looking at ways we can adapt our operations and invest 
our resources in a way that allows us to best serve our clients and 
focus on the things that have made us so successful.”

Like other large firms, Davis Wright Tremaine is evaluating its 
needs for space.

“We are obviously following the governor’s orders and the pro-
tocols from the Oregon Health Authority in terms of returning to 
the office; but even before the pandemic, we had started to see a sig-
nificant shift across the firm in where, how and when people work,” 
Miner says. “The pandemic accelerated that and led us to develop 
what we call ‘the office of the future’ — how we align our physical 
space, technology and policies to account for remote work being a 
regular part of how we operate.”

Lessons Learned
Tonkon Torp’s Ruttum and Lane Powell’s Sondag both say they 

are also looking forward to a changed but restored internal work 
environment. However, more than that, they say they are longing 
for a renewed downtown Portland as well.

“Once we are able to return to the office, we and other firms 
and other businesses, I am hopeful that downtown will return to the 
thriving place it was before this ordeal,” says Sondag.

Ruttum calls a revival “a chicken-or-egg question. Is it scary 
because nobody is there?” It takes people to make a vibrant city, 
and when people return to working downtown, “I expect that will  
revive it.”

Plotting a Return
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Despite attorneys’ and law firms’ success in maintaining busi-
ness during a challenging time, none imply that adapting has been 
a cakewalk.

“It’s not all rosy,” Sondag acknowledges, because human be-
ings are social animals and benefit from being together to collabo-
rate. “Isolation has its downside. I think there are some benefits to 
be reaped (from a hybrid model), but I don’t want to minimize the 
benefits of being together in person, particularly for our associates. 
It’s difficult to help associates remotely.”

Associates profit from the dynamic of being together when 
working with the firm’s clients, he says. “That aspect of being to-
gether is a valuable benefit we don’t want to lose.”

Furthermore, attorneys’ specialties can make in-person interac-
tions a priority. For instance, Ekua A. Hackman, an attorney fellow 
at The Commons Law Center in Portland, focuses on estate plan-
ning, which involves many documents requiring witnesses or to be 
signed in front of a notary or in person. The nonprofit center pro-
vides legal services to modest-means clients in North and Northeast 
Portland, many of whom are in an older age range that puts them at 
greater risk from COVID-19.

For situations requiring document signing, Hackman often has 
met over the past year and more with clients on backyard patios 
or decks and, in colder weather, sometimes in large indoor foyers 
when available. She says about 70 percent of her clients have been 
able to meet remotely for consultations, but the remainder either 
don’t have the equipment or technical knowledge for video meet-
ings; she conducts those by phone, which is “pretty difficult. You 
can’t look them in the eye” to help gain trust, she says.

Hackman, who serves on the board as president of the Oregon 
Chapter of the National Bar Association, says she mostly has been 
able to work productively either at home or in the office, where the 
number of people allowed at any one time has been extremely lim-
ited. She says The Commons Law Center has no imminent plans for 
a larger return to the office, and if ultimately a combination of home 
and office work becomes the norm, “I would like the flexibility” that 
would afford.

But “once it’s safer for more” lawyers and employees to  
return, Hackman says, she welcomes that, “because I’m going a little  
stir-crazy.” 

Business lawyer Elliott P. Dale, who recently left a Portland firm 
to open a solo practice in Lake Oswego, thinks the pandemic has ac-
celerated the desire of attorneys to gain more time with their fami-
lies by working at home.

“It’s changed the way younger attorneys are going to practice 
law,” says Dale, who was a law firm administrator before becoming 
an attorney. The concept of having to be in the office all the time 
to perform work is an “old-school” notion that younger lawyers re-
sisted before COVID, he says; now that firms’ responses to the pan-
demic have demonstrated that remote lawyering works well, he sees 
no turning back. 

“There will always be law firms and attorneys practicing in 
them,” he says, but the pandemic has changed “the culture and dy-
namic” and reinforced the idea that remote work has become “part 
of the standard way of doing business as a law firm.”

Iván Resendiz Gutierrez, an appellate and litigation attorney at 
Miller Nash Graham & Dunn and co-chair of the Oregon Minority 
Lawyers Association, concurs.
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“I don’t think there is a going back to what we considered  
normal, or the way it was before,” he says. “Normal wasn’t working 
for some of us.”

Even beginning when he was at the University of Oregon School 
of Law and since he joined the firm in 2016, Resendiz Gutierrez has 
advocated for increased use of technology in law practices.

“It is unfortunate that it took a tragic event like a global pan-
demic for our profession to catch up,” he says. “As the son of im-
migrants, who are forced to adapt to evolving environments, I can’t 
help but look at the glass as half full. The pandemic has accelerated 
this and projected us 10 years into the future. And I look forward to 
the legal profession having a symbiotic relationship with technology 
and artificial intelligence to help us deliver exceptional legal services 
to our clients efficiently.”

If anything, working remotely has increased Resendiz Gutier-
rez’s efficiency rather than slowed him down after his firm shuttered 
in-office operations in March 2020. Part of the reason is that his spe-
cialty area of employment law and appellate law continued to be in 
demand — he has received many inquiries, he says, about vaccina-
tions and unemployment insurance benefits.

In addition, Resendiz Gutierrez took a proactive stance once the 
shutdown hit, volunteering for his employment law and labor rela-
tions team to keep abreast of and respond to developments related 
to that field. He also continued to volunteer with the Oregon affinity 
bar associations and his law school alma mater. Partly as a result, the 
number of presentations and podcast episodes he gave — 22  from 
March 2020 to March 2021 — increased exponentially from those in 
previous years.

“In terms of billable and non-billable — business development, 
professional development and firm administration — hours, last year 
was one of the most productive years since I started at the firm,” he 
says. “I think virtual work has improved equity and access in ways 
that in-person doesn’t.”

For example, when he gives presentations or podcasts, lawyers, 
law students and attendees around the state have told him they ap-
preciate that they can access these remotely, he says. Moreover, at-
torneys who do not live near Salem can make remote arguments be-
fore the Oregon Court of Appeals without having to travel to Salem, 
which saves time and expenses.

Although the pandemic has brought the country and the legal 
profession plenty of negatives, Resendiz Gutierrez adds, “I do hope 
when it ends that we maintain some aspects about remote work and 
remember why some people have flourished under it.” n

Cliff Collins is a Portland-area freelance writer. Reach him at  
tundra95877@mypacks.net.

ENDNOTES

1. Download the complete report at clio.com/resources/legal-trends/2020-
report.

2. Find the story by Sharon D. Nelson and John W. Simek at tinyurl.com/
SenseiOnTheHorizon.

3. See tinyurl.com/GartnerVaccinations.
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he first time I entered a courtroom to the sound of the 
words “All rise,” I climbed the steps to the bench while 
a crowd of silent people stood, sizing me up, catego-
rizing me, anticipating placing their troubles into my 
hands. It was surreal — I felt as much an imposter as an 

authority, as fearful of failing as I was eager to impress, and full of 
wonder that life had delivered me there, to a time and place where 
my opinions would shape people’s futures and my voice speak  
for justice.

Now, in my 15th year and third term as a trial judge, time has 
instilled confidence in my knowledge of the law, courts, processes 
and politics. But this cultivated assuredness is a stark contrast to the 
self-doubt that plagued me earlier in life.

If you had told me at age 10, 20 or 30 that I would one day be an 
elected judge, I would have scoffed. I didn’t think women did that 
kind of work, and even if they did, I didn’t see myself as the sort of 
authoritative woman who could. I thought that political candidates 
were prodigies who always knew they would run for office and were 
always expected to win. I thought that all judges were predestined 
to wear their robes. Candidates and judges seemed born advantaged 
and influential, different from ordinary people like me.

And for hundreds of years, that was probably true.  
People I meet today seem to assume that I also fell naturally into 

my judicial role and followed a golden path that led here. But in fact, 
no one who knew me in my youth saw me as a potential lawyer, 
much less a candidate or judge. I didn’t see myself that way either.

One employer I worked for after college said he didn’t think I 
was smart enough to get into law school. Later, a prominent attor-
ney told me to quit law school and find a day job I could actually 
do. In 1992, a district attorney told me I was hired for my good legs, 
but I wasn’t expected to amount to much.  In 2006 — during my 
fourth judicial campaign — that same DA told others that I was a  
three-time loser and crazy to try again.

Partners in renowned law firms urged me to withdraw from my 
judicial campaigns to save myself the embarrassment of defeat. They 
said that if I didn’t back off, I would alienate power brokers and un-
dermine my future in the law. Newspaper endorsements told voters 
that my male opponents were far more qualified than I was. And 
my former husband asked why I was wasting my time trying to be a 
judge when I should know it was well beyond my capability.

Voters shut doors in my face; community leaders shunned me. 
Only one person never doubted I would one day win, and I told him 
he was probably wrong — until midnight on my fourth election day, 
when I began to come from behind, surging to a surprise victory.

When I was born in 1964, only 3 percent of U.S. lawyers were 
female. When I earned my high school diploma in 1981, just 12 
percent were female — and I’d never met one. When I was in 10th 
grade, my family watched a TV series called “The Paper Chase” 
about a strict law school professor; he was male, and so were all of 
his students. Once, in 11th grade, I heard a senior boy brag that he 
was going to Cornell University for his undergraduate studies so he 
could more easily get into its law school later. I remember thinking: 
“Must be nice to be a boy and have options like that.”

Men were lawyers, doctors and leaders. Women were secretar-
ies, teachers and wives. A woman’s worth was derived from the man 
she married, but I was a late bloomer and couldn’t even get a date 
to the senior prom. So from where I stood in high school, I wasn’t 
well-equipped to find a place in the world.

My parents expected me to go to college, though, and I didn’t 
have a better plan. I played the harp and was good at it, so instead 
of emphasizing academics, I chose a college that was cheap and that 
gave me a music scholarship for harp performance. Money was tight 
for our family, and I didn’t want to waste it on school when I didn’t 
have a plan for what I’d do after graduating. My only notable goal in 
college was to win a prize in a bodybuilding competition. I did that, 
but only to adopt the interests of my muscle-bound boyfriend.

I didn’t have an identity of my own.
After earning my bachelor’s degree, I moved home to New Jer-

sey and spent a couple of years commuting on trains to New York 
City to work as a receptionist and secretary in a big advertising agen-
cy. Although it was the mid-1980s, the advertising world was still as 
depicted in “Mad Men.” I answered phones, typed, took my bosses’ 
clothes to the dry cleaners, bought gifts for them to give wives and 
girlfriends. I earned $15,000 per year, not even enough to move out 
of my parents’ home.

One Woman’s Awakening in Law and Politics

 — By Hon. Susie L. Norby —

Opposite Page: Judge Susie L. Norby was first elected to the Clackamas 
County Circuit Court in 2006. She is a member of the Oregon Bench and 
Bar Commission on Professionalism and the Council on Court Procedures. 
Photo by Kevin Barry
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Manhattan was exciting, but much 
seedier and more dangerous than it is now. 
There were X-rated theaters and panhan-
dlers on every corner. Often, I saw flashers 
bare themselves in Pennsylvania Station 
as I waited for my train home. I felt some-
what grown up, but I was dead broke and 
still without direction or purpose. I was a 

face in the crowd, and it eventually became 
clear to me that Prince Charming might 
never come to rescue me from my empty 
life. I realized then that the only alternative 
to my aimless existence would be to rescue 
myself.

So I made a list of my strengths, which 
wasn’t very long:  Good at reading, writ-

ing and talking; good at solving puzzles; 
strong moral compass; good at styling 
hair. I knew that lucrative careers required 
special training, and I wanted a sure bet. 
Technical school seemed more practical 
than higher education, and beauty school 
sounded promising, but what I really 
wanted was a technical school for reading, 
writing and speaking.

It was 1986, and there was a new series 
on TV about lawyers, with a surprising mi-
nor character.  The show was “L.A. Law,” 
and one of the lesser lawyers was female. 
That made me wonder if law school might 
be an option after all, as a way to learn a 
trade that fit my skill set. I decided to take 
the LSAT. If I did poorly, I told myself, I’d 
go to beauty school.  If I did well, I’d apply 
to law schools. That test was the spring-
board to the rest of my life. On a scale of 
1 to 48, I received a 48. Law schools from 
all over the country sent me brochures, 
and I won a scholarship to Lewis & Clark’s 
Northwestern School of Law.

My mom was a middle school teacher. 
My dad was a community college profes-
sor and Episcopal priest. I don’t know what 
surprised them more — that I was going 
back to school, that I planned to become a 
lawyer or that I was moving to Oregon to 
do it. They beamed with pride and helped 
me pack.

My first memory of feeling a whisper of 
confidence happened on the plane ride to 
Portland to enroll at Northwestern School 
of Law in 1987, when 19 percent of U.S. 
lawyers were female. Right after takeoff, 
the passenger next to me asked where I 
was going, and I replied that I was going to 
law school.  For the rest of the three-hour 
flight, she told me her troubles, asking my 
advice and opinions about how she could 
turn things around. It was the first time a 
stranger ever presumed that my ideas could 
help solve her problems.

I was overcome by gratitude for being 
valued for my thoughts. I was the same per-
son I had been when I was dateless for the 
prom, the same person who was aimless in 
college, the same person who languished as 
a receptionist and got flashed at Penn Sta-
tion. I hadn’t yet completed a single day of 
law school. But to her, the mere fact that 
I’d been admitted to train in the law trans-
formed me into someone else, someone 
whose ideas and advice mattered. Although 
I had seen men of all ages be consulted in 

A young Susie Seabrook (third from left) poses with her Brownie troop in the early 1970s. When the 
future Judge Susie Norby was growing up, she says, she believed that men could be lawyers, doctors 
and leaders and that women were secretaries, teachers and wives. “So from where I stood,” she says, 
“I wasn’t well-equipped to find a place in the world.” Photo courtesy of Hon. Susie L. Norby

Susie Norby graduated from Northwestern School of Law in May 1990, when roughly 20 percent 
of U.S. lawyers were women. Looking back, she says that just being admitted to train in the law 
transformed the way others treated her, as if she’d magically become “someone whose ideas and 
advice mattered.” Photo courtesy of Hon. Susie L. Norby
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that deferential way, I knew it was special and rare for that to hap-
pen to a young woman. And I am often still overcome by the experi-
ence of feeling valued for my ideas, even after years as a judge.  

I was not the stellar law student that my LSAT score predicted, 
but I fared well enough and excelled in the mock trial program — 
winning a school competition with one partner, a regional competi-
tion with another partner and earning a place on the first team from 
my law school to be invited to the national competition in Houston 
in 10 years. The experience erased my fear of courtrooms and made 
me want to be a litigator.

My first job after law school was in a Multnomah County court-
room, clerking for Judge Robert W. Redding. He had many worthy 
applicants but hired me at his secretary’s insistence. Because I had 
also been a secretary, she knew I would treat her as an equal. We 
remain friends today.

Judge Redding added dimension to my perspective on the judi-
ciary. He was hard-working, objective, respectful and fair. He was 
articulate and reasoned soundly. He stayed at the courthouse all 
night if necessary to read the documents that would fully prepare 
him for the next day’s work. He was calm, cool and collected on the 
bench, but human behind the scenes. And he cared deeply about 
every decision he made. He showed me that there is no work more 
noble, or more humbling, than being a judge.

Still, it didn’t occur to me that I could ever become one.

While working as Judge Redding’s judicial clerk, I passed the bar 
exam in 1991, when 23 percent of American lawyers were female. 
Shortly afterward, I was hired to work as a criminal prosecutor in 
Clackamas County. After five years there, I accepted a job as an as-
sociate attorney for the Clackamas County Counsel. For the next 10 
years, I served the board of county commissioners, the tax assessor 
and sheriff, the heads of departments like the Housing Authority, 
the Department of Transportation and Development, and some ser-
vice districts.

It was there that my sense of self-worth finally blossomed. My 
second-most-memorable epiphany that I might have more potential 
than I believed happened there. My boss, a brilliant attorney who I 
deeply respected, gave me a performance review that was stunning-
ly complimentary of my skills and work ethic. When it came time 
to offer me constructive criticism, all he said was, “It is maddening 
that you refuse to believe how good you are, how hard-working, and 
how much you bring to the table.  You’re among the finest attorneys 
I’ve ever worked with, but you project that you’re not. You need to 
get over that. In this business, if you don’t project confidence, and 
believe in yourself, no one will see who you already are, and that will 
only hurt you.”

I could tell that he meant every word, so I began to believe him 
and to imagine aspirations that I had never felt possible before. The 
most far-fetched was the possibility of being a judge, but I worked 

Susie Norby’s first job after law school was in a Multnomah County courtroom, clerking for Judge Robert W. Redding. “He showed me that there is no 
work more noble, or more humbling, than being a judge,” she says. Photo courtesy of Hon. Susie L. Norby
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up my courage to try. When applications 
for judicial appointments fell flat, I realized 
that there was only one way for me to have 
a chance at such a future — by overcoming 
my disinclination to run for office and roll-
ing the dice in local politics.

I first ran for election against five oppo-
nents in 1999, when 28 percent of U.S. law-
yers were female. I ran again in 2000, and 
again in 2004. I lost, and lost, and lost. But I 
learned new things about politics from each 
campaign effort, and new things about my-
self from each defeat.

 In my fourth campaign, I risked con-
tacting Betty Roberts, a former Oregon 
Supreme Court justice and icon of female 
leadership. She didn’t know me, but she 
wrote back immediately and met with me 
the next day. She advised me, endorsed 
me and gave me an enthusiastic quote for 
the voters pamphlet. I told her I was sorry 
I could never repay her. She replied that in 
fact I could, by helping other women suc-
ceed in politics whenever I get the chance.

Judge Susie L. Norby at her investiture in 2007, joining her predominantly male colleagues on the 
Clackamas County Circuit Court bench, all seated to her right. Now-retired Judge Eve L. Miller (front 
row, second from right) became the second female judge in the county when she was appointed in 
1997. Photo by Debbie Spradley

Now-retired Judge Ronald Thom administers the oath of office to newly elected Judge Susie L. Norby during her January 2007 investiture. Judge Thom 
beat Norby in her first race for judge by 51 percent to her 49 percent, but they forged a lasting friendship during that hard-fought campaign that  
culminated with his request to swear her in six years later. Photo by Debbie Spradley
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 There were many other helpers too, people who balanced out 
the painful aspects of each campaign effort. A growing ensemble of 
ordinary yet extraordinary people with heart and skills gave of their 
time, expertise and money to improve my slim chance of winning. 
I met them when I least expected it, all along the way, and photos 
I keep of them in my chambers continue to remind me that even 
when I thought I was alone, it wasn’t true. Kind people cared and 
swept away scores of obstacles to swing me toward success.

In April 2006, when 30 percent of U.S. lawyers were female, I 
won an election that made me the 80th female judge in Oregon’s 
history, the third female judge in Clackamas County’s history, and 
the only female ever elected to Clackamas County’s judiciary in a 
contested race. On Jan. 2, 2007, I opened the fearsome door to the 
ivory tower, fully intending to redecorate.

I thought the hardest part was over, but there were many chal-
lenges to come. For a long time, being there was as difficult as get-
ting there. I cared deeply about every decision, and dozens had to 
be made in a single day. Mountains of information had to be assimi-
lated on short timelines. And though hours were spent listening, I 
knew that when I did speak, my words and tone were monumentally 
important — even though I hadn’t yet learned how best to use them.

Another challenge was having emotions I didn’t expect to be so 
difficult to harness. There’s no crying allowed on the bench, it turns 
out, no matter how heartbreaking the case is.  

I was repeatedly concerned that first year that I had unintention-
ally misled my supporters, and I wasn’t cut out for the work. But 
every day was a new chance to get it right, and I persevered. When 
I attended my first statewide judicial conference, I ran into Judge 
Redding, my inspiration for the work.  He asked me how I liked be-
ing a judge. I didn’t want to be downbeat, but I couldn’t lie. So I re-
plied, “Well, it’s a lot harder than I thought it would be.” He laughed 
softly and spoke conspiratorially.

 “Only if you’re doing it right,” he said.  
Now, in 2020, 36 percent of American lawyers are female, with 

the percentage rising every year.  Seven of Clackamas County’s 12 
judges are now female, and even more profound diversity beyond 
gender balancing is beginning to reshape Oregon’s judiciary. It’s a 
very different world than the one that filled me with self-doubt, like 
many women trying to find our place in the 1980s.

 Whatever challenges the world faces today, there are now myr-
iad options for women that I never dreamed of in my youth. The 
truest lesson I have learned is this: If we don’t allow self-doubt or the 
opinions of others to define us, if we reach beyond the limitations 
the world seems to allow, then our voices can do more than rise  
for justice.

 They can reveal us to ourselves. n

Hon. Susie L. Norby served as a deputy district attorney for Clacka-
mas County and as senior legal counsel to the Clackamas County 
Board of Commissioners, the tax assessor and other county officials 
before she was elected to the Clackamas County Circuit Court in 2006. 
She is a member of the Oregon Bench and Bar Commission on Profes-
sionalism and the Council on Court Procedures.

Then and Now
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“We shouldn’t be telling people — any of 
our citizens — that ‘you don’t deserve to 
have a life because of whatever your iden-
tity happens to be.’ Disability rights are 
human rights, and I get kind of choked up 
about this because I strongly, strongly be-
lieve it: that the more we pay attention, the 
more we understand that each individual 
needs to have (equal) opportunity and … 
openness, not false barriers that they have 
to cross … we will all be better for it.”

— Former Disability Rights Oregon Execu-
tive Director Bob Joondeph, in a February 
2019 speech at the City Club of Portland

When young attorney Bob 
Joondeph first witnessed how 
Oregon treated its residents 

with disabilities back in 1986, he was 
shocked and saddened.

Children and adults with significant 
challenges who were living in state care 
languished in bleak, isolated and often un-
sanitary conditions, says Joondeph, now a 
70-year-old Southwest Portland resident 
and the retired executive director of Dis-
ability Rights Oregon (DRO). Rural resi-
dents with disabilities and their families 
struggled to get by with little public assis-
tance, he says, and Oregonians with dis-
abilities statewide were barred from their 
own communities because they simply 
couldn’t access sidewalks, stairs or public 
transportation.

“I didn’t like what I was seeing, and I 
was trying to understand it,” says Joondeph, 
who was exploring the rights of people with 
disabilities for the first time after starting 
work as an attorney at DRO, a Portland-
based organization then called the Oregon 
Developmental Disabilities Advocacy Cen-
ter. He had joined the nonprofit’s board five 
years earlier.

By Kate Taylor

Bob Joondeph Has Spent Decades Fighting for Our Most Vulnerable

‘Disability Rights are Human Rights’

PROFILES IN THE LAW

Society has “a long tradition of, ‘out of 
sight, out of mind,’” says Joondeph. Too 
often, the answer to and attitude about the 
needs of those with disabilities is, “Find an 
old jail (or other disused building) in the 
swamps and send people off so we don’t 
have to look at them anymore.”

Joondeph knew Oregon wasn’t the only 
state neglecting its citizens with disabilities. 
Historically and nationwide, he says, states 
and communities have systematically segre-
gated and shunted aside those with physi-
cal, mental and behavioral challenges. But 
as he toured the places that troubled him 
most, the more inspired he says he was to 
change things.

In fact, a list of places that had to change 
was already forming in his mind.

There was the Oregon State Hospital in 
Salem, where, he says, “the primary (adult) 

treatment was TV and cigarette smoking” 
and the “cold, austere” children’s ward of-
fered children with significant disabilities 
isolation and “no stimulus whatsoever.” He 
says he still can’t find words to describe the 
odor of that hospital’s ward for neurologi-
cally impaired residents.

There was the overcrowded Dammasch 
State Hospital in Wilsonville, where condi-
tions for patients with mental illness were 
just as bad, Joondeph says, as well as the 
state’s scattered “sheltered workshops,” 
which purported to teach work skills but 
actually provided little more than numbing, 
repetitive tasks like putting marbles in jars.

Joondeph — intimate with the pain and 
hardship that disabilities can cause because 
of the way his mother’s mental illness af-
fected his New Jersey childhood — says 
he was deeply moved by his visits to all of 

Bob Joondeph, who retired from his role as executive director of Disability Rights Oregon in 2019, 
spent his entire career fighting for all kinds of social justice matters. But he says that those involving 
people with disabilities always had the tightest grip on his heart. Photo by Jaime Valdez
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those facilities. Indeed, they sparked a pas-
sion that would eventually prompt him to 
accept DRO’s executive director position 
and fueled an additional three decades of 
powerful advocacy, litigation and inargu-
ably effective leadership.

“It was time to get started,” he says.

A Personal Connection
Joondeph was a young boy when he 

learned that his mother was experiencing  

difficulties. Before he’d arrived in the world, 
his mother was a very energetic and capable 
homemaker, he says, but the postpartum 
depression that followed his birth changed 
all that. 

“It didn’t come and go,” he says. “It just 
sort of sank in and became the way things 
were from then on.”

As the years passed, his mother grew 
increasingly depressed, increasingly less  

active and animated. She sought psychiatric 
help that responded with ever-increasing 
prescriptions for medication. Those drugs 
became a central feature of her days, and 
she gradually became more limited in her 
activities and interests. 

By the time Joondeph was 12, he says, it 
was “every man for himself.”

His father and his substantially older 
siblings left the wreckage of family life, but 
as a pre-teen, Joondeph had nowhere else 
to go. So instead, he says, he stayed on as 
“caretaker to quite a disabled mom.”

It was a life for him that separated 
friends and school from his home. The 
shame of having a mother with disabilities 
demanded secrecy, he believed. This meant 
that friends were not invited to the house 
and he was not to tell anybody outside his 
family what was going on at home.

“As a kid, at least back then, you felt 
ashamed and that you’re not supposed to 
tell,” he says. “You’re supposed to just deal 
with it, so that’s what I did. I made my own 
food and got around by myself and I made 
my own way.”

Joondeph had finally left home for 
Brown University in Rhode Island and was 
on the cusp of graduating when his mother 
overdosed on a combination of alcohol and 
drugs. He believes it was suicide. 

Looking back, he says he’s sure his 
mother’s suffering and family history fuels 
his passion for disability rights. He’s spent 
his entire career fighting for all kinds of 
social justice matters, but those involving 
people with disabilities have always had the 
tightest grip on his heart.

While he was at Brown (graduating 
in 1972 with a history degree) and Case 
Western Reserve University School of 
Law (graduating with a J.D. in 1976), 
Joondeph advocated against war and for 
civil rights and racial justice in giant pro-
tests and myriad other, smaller ways. As 
an attorney, he ignored corporate jobs and 
focused instead on roles that allowed him 
to help low-income and other disenfran-
chised people. 

He moved to Oregon in 1976 to work 
in the Klamath County Legal Services of-
fice as a VISTA volunteer lawyer. He later 
worked in Legal Aid offices in Coos Bay and 
McMinnville, and then in the central office 
of Oregon Legal Services, where he created 
a computerized brief bank for the program 
and served as a housing law support attor-
ney for the organization’s regional offices.

Bob Joondeph’s advocacy efforts often took him to Washington, D.C., for meetings with political 
leaders. Here, he joins Janna Starr, then the executive director of The Arc of Oregon, outside Sen. 
Gordon Smith’s office. Photo courtesy of Bob Joondeph

Bob Joondeph (left) served on a workgroup on behalf of Disability Rights Oregon that drafted a bill 
requiring mandatory reporting of abuse involving adults with mental illness or developmental dis-
abilities. He was among the advocates in attendance when Gov. Barbara Roberts signed the bill into 
law in 1991. Photo courtesy of Bob Joondeph
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He worked for Metropolitan Public 
Defender in Portland from 1984-86 and as 
a managing attorney for the Oregon Ad-
vocacy Center from 1986-1991. He says he 
felt something special click when he joined 
DRO and got the chance to help people 
with mental health disabilities and their 
families. 

“As soon as we started talking about it,” 
he says, “I thought, ‘I know about this. I 
know what these people are going through. 
This is something I can really help with.’”

Joondeph, who had joined the DRO 
board in 1981, began working at the orga-
nization in 1986 and became its executive 
director in 1991.

For more than 40 years, the organiza-
tion — which was established as the Or-
egon Developmental Disabilities Advocacy 
Center and changed its name to Oregon 
Advocacy Center before adopting its cur-
rent moniker — has worked to protect and 
advocate for Oregonians with physical, 
mental and behavioral challenges. During 
Joondeph’s tenure, it achieved several ma-
jor civil rights milestones: 

• Sheltered Workshops: Lane v. 
Brown, which marked the end of the 
Oregon Department of Develop-
mental Disabilities Services-funded 
sheltered workshop services in Or-
egon, was the first class-action lawsuit 
in the U.S. to challenge sheltered 
workshops that pay sub-minimum 
wages to people with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities. DRO 
brought the landmark lawsuit in 2012 
and enforces the settlement agree-
ment that requires the state to find 
community jobs for 1,115 people by 
mid-2022. Joondeph notes that today, 
the percentage of workers with intel-
lectual and developmental disabilities 
in Oregon who work in integrated 
employment (57 percent) is nearly 
three times greater than the national 
average (20 percent), according to 
data released in February 2020.1

• Closure of Fairview Training Center: 
Opening up workplaces to people 
with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities didn’t happen overnight. 
The groundwork was laid decades ago, 
when DRO and others began challeng-
ing the institutionalization of people 
with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities. Fairview Training Center 
was the largest institution of its kind 

in the nation, housing thousands of 
babies, children, adults and elderly in-
dividuals with disabilities. After years 
of advocacy, Fairview’s doors closed 
permanently in 2000.2

• Staley v. Kitzhaber: Fairview’s 
closure created a new challenge: a 
wait-list of more than 7,000 Orego-
nians who needed support services 
in the community. DRO filed this 
class-action lawsuit against the state 
in 2000. As the result of a settlement 
reached in 2001, every child and adult 
with an intellectual or developmental 
disability in Oregon is eligible today 
to receive support services to help 
them live in their own home or with 
family or friends and to fully partici-
pate in community life under a “bro-
kerage” service system that the case 
helped to create.3 

• Mental Health Rights: For years, 
DRO fought to improve conditions at 
the state’s three previous overcrowd-
ed, understaffed psychiatric hospitals. 
None remain standing today. And 
because of DRO’s work, the Oregon 
State Penitentiary has overhauled its 
treatment of inmates with significant 
mental illness. Before, it was not un-
common for people to spend 23 hours 
a day in their cells with no treatment. 
Now, inmates in the behavioral health 
unit no longer live in a place where 
forced cell extractions, self-injurious 
behavior and attempted suicide are 
common. During most of the past 
year, in fact, the prison reached or 
exceeded its out-of-cell-time goals.4

In addition to those cases, Joondeph 
says he can think of many more examples 
that affected other populations, such as As-
sociation of Oregon Centers for Independent 
Living (AOCIL) v. Oregon Department of 
Transportation (ODOT), “which required 
ODOT to install curb cuts on state high-
ways and roads, which it had failed to do 
for more than a decade. DRO attorney Tom 
Stenson led the charge on that one.”

He also points to cases in the education 
field, including one led by DRO attorney 
Joel Greenberg that sought services for 
students excluded from classrooms due to 
behaviors related to their disabilities. A big 
accomplishment, Joondeph says, was the 
nation’s first comprehensive  statute regu-
lating the use of physical restraint of stu-
dents, “which was sponsored by state Sen. 

Sara Gelser and passed by the Oregon Leg-
islature. DRO attorney Chris Shank took 
the lead on that.”

“Much of DRO’s litigation efforts were 
led by then-Legal Director Kathy Wilde,” 
Joondeph says, “including a case that is a 
national legal landmark, Oregon Advocacy 
Center v. Mink, which still requires defen-
dants found mentally incapable of facing 
criminal charges to be transferred from jail 
to the Oregon State Hospital (OSH) within 
seven days.”

Mink has been in the news recently, 
Joondeph notes, “because OSH has been 
unable to meet its deadlines due to COV-
ID-19.” 

‘An Enduring Impact’
Joondeph retired from DRO in 2019 

amid a flurry of praise and appreciation, not 
only for his leadership of the organization 
but also for his commitment to advocacy 
training and coaching skills.

“Bob is an awesome coach,” says Elea-
nor Bailey, an advocate for disability rights 
who also has Down syndrome. “He’s so reli-
able because he knows you need his help. 
By now, I almost think of him as a family 
member.”

Sometimes the legal material they 
worked on together could be dense, Bai-
ley says, but it was never a tedious learning 
experience. “It helps that Bob’s funny,” she 
says. “He makes learning that stuff fun.”

Beckie Child, a doctoral candidate at 
Portland State University’s School of So-
cial Work, is one of countless mental health 
advocates who say they benefitted from 
building relationships with Joondeph and 
other DRO staff. Child says she used to 
get frustrated by people and systems that 
didn’t treat those with disabilities fairly, but 
watching Joondeph move forward toward 
a legal goal, she says, reminded her that 
someone with a calm head often accom-
plishes more. 

For his devotion to and advocacy for 
people with disabilities, the Multnomah 
County Bar Association awarded Joondeph 
its Professionalism Award in 2020, one of 
the highest honors the Portland-area legal 
community bestows on attorneys.

“Under Bob’s leadership, DRO’s legal 
advocacy reshaped disability rights law in 
Oregon and those changes reverberated 
across the country,” says Jan Campbell, the 
nonprofit’s board president. “If you look at 
the lives of people experiencing intellectual 
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Bob Joondeph prepares to testify at a legislative hearing in Salem with Colette Peters, director of 
the Oregon Department of Corrections. In 2016, DRO and the state agency signed a memorandum 
of understanding that solidified DOC’s commitment to improving its management of incarcerated 
adults with serious mental illness. Photo courtesy of Bob Joondeph

and developmental disabilities in Oregon 
today compared to what their lives looked 
like before the Fairview Training Center 
was closed, it’s radically different. His pio-
neering advocacy will have an enduring 
impact on the lives of thousands of Orego-
nians with disabilities across the state.”

Over the course of his career, Joondeph 
served as a member of numerous state pol-
icy groups in Oregon, including the Health 
Evidence Review Commission, Health Ser-
vices Commission, Health Fund Board, 
Mental Health Planning and Management 
Advisory Council, State Rehabilitation 
Commission, Governor’s Task Force on 
Brain Injury and the Council on Develop-
mental Disabilities.

He is a past recipient of the Oregon 
State Bar’s Public Service Award, the Or-
egon Disabilities Commission Advocate of 
the Year Award, the Brain Injury Alliance 
of Oregon Advocacy Award and the Ore-
gon Civil Rights Leadership Award, among 
many others. 

Some of Joondeph’s colleagues used the 
word “retirement” when he stepped down 
from his DRO leadership role two years 
ago, but he hasn’t retired in the true sense 
of the word. Yes, he’s had time to have ad-
ventures with his wife, attorney Leslie Kay, 
their four grown children and four grand-

children. And yes, he’ll celebrate his 71st 
birthday in June with dear college friends 
who will be visiting from Oakland at the 
family’s vacation home in Oceanside.

“That’s the way to celebrate,” says 
Joondeph, a smile in his voice. “Sipping 
some good wine with friends, looking out 
over the waves, talking about everything. 
That sounds like a good way to celebrate 
to me.” 

But he’s also moved straight into a 
new role on the federal Social Security 
Advisory Board after being chosen for the 
position in 2018 by U.S. Sen. Ron Wyden. 
The bipartisan, independent government 
agency advises the White House, Congress 
and the Social Security Administration on 
ways to improve services to beneficiaries.

Though the board moves in small steps, 
he says, he intends to continue working for 
society’s most vulnerable. He’s proud, he 
says, that he will be able to continue being a 
voice for people with disabilities.

“By now, I think of that perspective 
right away” when dealing with various is-
sues or details,” he says. “I feel good about 
being able to contribute that to the discus-
sion, and I plan to continue to be a voice for 
people in that way.”

After all, he says, there’s still much to  
be done.

“The pressing issues are: surviving the 
pandemic, getting back to school (with ap-
propriate compensatory education), find-
ing decent housing and a job,” Joondeph 
says. “For those who are living on the street 
and/or in poverty, police and criminal jus-
tice reform are essential.  Continuing the 
transformation to more trauma-informed 
services and changes to address systemic 
racism in all sectors of society will have 
huge benefits for the disability community.

“As you can see, there is lots to be 
done,” he adds. “The structures and atti-
tudes of exclusion are still with us and must 
be mitigated before everyone has a fair shot 
at a full and rewarding life.” n

Kate Taylor is a Portland-area freelance 
writer. Reach her at katetgolightly@gmail.
com.
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Editor’s note: Former University of 
Oregon law professor Garrett Epps wrote 
the introduction for “A Voice for Justice:  
Writings of David Schuman,” which 
will be co-published in June 2021 by the 
Oregon State University Press and the 
Wayne Morse Center for Law and Politics 
at the University of Oregon. The book, 
edited by Schuman’s wife, Sharon, brings 
together for the first time a collection of 
short stories, speeches, articles and judicial 
opinions from a career that spanned more 
than 50 years before Schuman’s death in 
October 2019. Together, they capture the 
genesis of his unique jurisprudence. 

What can one do after the loss of a 
loved one who is far away? 

I faced that question on St. 
Patrick’s Day 2004, when my father died 
peacefully in Richmond, Va. I was then 
a professor at the University of Oregon 
School of Law; I had visited him the week 
before, and the death was not unexpected. 

But nonetheless, I was in Eugene now. 
I was living alone, and my family was far 
away. I would go home the next day, but 
how to mark the occasion now? 

I was lucky enough to have an answer: 
Find David Schuman. Though he was then 
serving as a judge of the Oregon Court of 
Appeals, he was teaching a seminar at the 
law school in Eugene that night. I waited for 
his class to end to ask him to have dinner 
with me. 

I didn’t expect wisdom or verbal for-
mulas of comfort. All I wanted was not to 
be alone at such an inevitable but somber 
milestone. Schuman agreed; he and I went 
to a downtown restaurant and settled down 
to study the wine list. 

But as I mentioned, it was the evening 
of March 17, when green is worn; as we 

By Garrett Epps

New Book Presents Five Decades of Writings by Hon. David Schuman 

A Voice for Justice

LAW AND LIFE

considered our wine options, the restau-
rant’s door flew open and in filed an en-
tire Celtic band, bedecked in kilts and tam 
o’shanters and carrying drums, cymbals and 
bagpipes. We were in luck, the head waiter 
explained to the assembled diners. In honor 
of the day, a local band had volunteered to 
serenade us with the music of Ireland. The 
drone of the pipes soon filled the air, and 
conversation — or, indeed, linear thought 
— became impossible.

Schuman shouted into my ear that there 
was a perfectly fine restaurant across the 
street. We repaired there, finally got glasses 
of wine, and quietly observed the moment 
by discussing our mutual passion for food.  

But as I have now mentioned twice, it was 
St. Patrick’s Day. Suddenly the restaurant  

door flew open and in filed the same band 
that had driven us from our previous din-
ing choice. We looked at each other and 
shrugged, and ate our meals to the solemn 
strains of “Danny Boy.” The meditative 
meal, the absurdity of being pursued by 
pipers and the company of a friend eventu-
ally served to lighten my heavy mood. 

The point of this anecdote is two-fold.
First and most important is that it did 

not matter whether we spoke or not. For 
me, in a difficult hour, simply being with 
David Schuman was substantial comfort. 
Second is that this is an entirely characteris-
tic David Schuman anecdote. As I recall, he 
did not do anything that night except order 
a glass of pinot gris; but that was all that he 
needed to do.

David Schuman died on Oct. 8, 2019, 
from injuries sustained in a serious bicy-
cling accident; he was 75 years old. Most 
of the anecdotes I have since solicited from 
friends follow a pattern similar to my expe-
riences. Friends remember convivial glasses 
of wine; students remember understated 
questions that lingered long after class; 
former clerks remember lessons in writing 
that swiftly lapsed into lessons in life. At the 
memorable moment in most of those remi-
niscences, Schuman didn’t do anything or 
necessarily even say anything; he was sim-
ply there when needed, and, in some way 
none of us can fully explain, his presence 
helped the universe arrange itself in surpris-
ing and benign ways.

Schuman was not terse; indeed, he was 
capable of a kind of understated epigram-
matic wisdom. In the memorial edition of 
The Oregon Law Review 99.1 (2020), UO 
law professor Kristen Bell recalls him gently 
chivvying her to finish a law-review article 
with the words, “Remember, finishing a pa-
per is not a state of affairs. It is a decision.” 
In the same issue, Oregon Gov. Kate Brown 
recalled an occasion on which Schuman, 

A Voice for Justice: Writings of David Schuman 
will be published in June by the Oregon State 
University Press and the Wayne Morse Center 
for Law and Politics at the University of Oregon.
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as deputy attorney general, was testifying 
to a legislative committee against a pro-
posal to post the Ten Commandments in 
the state capitol. One member of the com-
mittee asked whether he had accepted Je-
sus. Schuman (who was Jewish) deflected: 
“Madam Chair, members of the committee, 
I am more of an Old Testament guy.” 

And I remember one night on which I 
gave Schuman, then serving on the Oregon 
Court of Appeals, a ride home from a large 

Judge David Schuman pauses during a break in proceedings at the Oregon Court of Appeals. 
He retired from the bench in 2014 and returned the following year to the University of Oregon, 
where he served on the law school faculty until his death in October 2019. Photo courtesy of 
Michael S. Thompson 

Oregon Supreme Court Chief Justice Martha Walters presents the 2014 Frohnmayer Award for 
Public Service to then-Oregon Court of Appeals Judge David Schuman. Photo courtesy of Jack Liu

celebratory dinner. I suggested he might be 
a bit worse for having looked upon the wine 
when it gave its color in the cup. “Non-
sense,” he carefully enunciated. “I am as so-
ber as a judge.” A moment later, he added, 
“That’s because I am a judge.”

By and large, those I asked for anec-
dotes for this article — Schuman’s friends, 
former colleagues and former clerks — 
volunteered similar accounts of occasions 
on which Schuman did nothing except be  
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present, steadying the world for them like a human gyroscope. And 
for his friends, the loss of that quiet presence leaves an unfillable gap 
in their lives. 

We pay tribute to David Schuman in the Bulletin, of course, for 
his contributions to the law and the Oregon State Bar: assistant at-
torney general, appellate advocate, law professor at the University 
of Oregon, deputy attorney general, judge of the court of appeals, 
then finally a return to the law school as senior figure and tutelary 
spirit. His legal contributions are manifold.

After getting his law degree at Oregon, he served as law clerk to 
Justice Hans Linde of the Oregon Supreme Court. Linde is a pivotal 
figure in Oregon legal history: His towering intellect and intense fo-
cus allowed him to, in many ways, remake and reorder the whole 
field of state constitutional law, not only as regards the Oregon Con-
stitution but across the 50 states. Linde passed to Schuman his own 
emphasis on taking state constitutions seriously, regarding them as 
sources of law independent of the U.S. Constitution and not con-
trolled by the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court. Schuman’s 
embrace of Linde, and his commitment to carry forward his “first 
things first” state constitutional jurisprudence, led to much scholar-
ship and to Schuman’s eventual elevation to the Court of Appeals. 

But David Schuman’s life can’t be contained in a professional 
summary. He lived many lives: athlete, literary scholar, fiction 
writer, banjo-picking mountain musician, ranch hand, community 
activist, teacher and mentor to a generation of students at the Uni-
versity of Oregon. His first incarnation, as a young man in Chicago, 
was a speed skater who skipped the Olympic trials to enter Stan-
ford. He never lost the passion for speed that drove him across the 
ice, though, and later poured his energy into bicycling up and down 
Oregon’s hills.

He obtained a bachelor’s degree in psychology from Stanford, a 
master’s in English literature from San Francisco State and a Ph.D. 
in English from the University of Chicago. He and his wife, Sharon, 
taught for seven years at Deep Springs College, a small school so 
remote that its own website can only tell a potential visitor that it 
is located “forty miles from Bishop, California.” The college is also 
a working cattle ranch, and the Professors Schuman volunteered at 
times to join students in ranch projects — once to slaughter a cow.

Besides producing insights into Thomas Hardy, Victorian poet-
ry generally and Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice, the literary 
Schuman was also able to perform a writer’s most difficult feat — 
that of placing himself inside the mind of someone quite unlike him-
self. One of his short stories included in A Voice for Justice, a piece 
called “The Winner,” depicts the silent struggle between two piano 
teachers — both Holocaust survivors and both now stranded in the 
California desert — that is “won” only by the death of one, leaving 
her rival to think, “Not dead yet . . . Listen to this, optometrists, kid-
nappers, Christians. I’m not the dead one after all. I’m the winner.” 

As a judge, David Schuman never once allowed himself to imag-
ine that an opinion, or a case, or a doctrine, was about him. It was 
about the parties involved, and as a judge his job was to serve the 
law. That meant that a faithful judge must sometimes acquiesce in 
results that repelled him as a person, but it did not mean that he 
must do so gladly.

In the 2002 case of Weber v. Oakridge School District 76, a panel 
opinion upheld a mandatory drug-testing policy for high-school stu-
dent athletes. Schuman produced a separate concurrence addressed 
less to his colleagues than to school officials eager to enact popular 

anti-drug programs. The challenge to the policy had failed because 
the plaintiffs did not carry their burden of creating a record of the 
“unreasonableness” required under the Oregon Constitution. But 
that didn’t mean that the court held that such programs are “reason-
able,” he wrote, only that a court hadn’t had the evidence needed to 
strike it down in this particular case:  

What is reasonable about requiring an innocent 15–
year–old girl, untainted by even an allegation of drug 
use, to urinate under direct observation, even if she is 
permitted while doing so to use a “modesty drape,” 
whatever that might be? What is reasonable, in fact, 
about teaching schoolchildren that they are presumed 
guilty of drug use until proven innocent? What is rea-
sonable about a program that provides no pre-depri-
vation appeal process to guard against erroneously 
applied standards or, for example, chain-of-custody 
errors? About a program that would require a student 
taking prescription antidepressants that create what she 
knows to be a false positive “voluntarily” to reveal the 
fact that she takes the medication or face ineligibility for 
school sports? Those arguments, had they been made to 
the trial court, might have carried some weight. 

This opinion carries me back to the night of the bagpipes. The 
students lost the case and, Schuman seemed to think, so had the 
people and the law. As a judge, he could not change that and would 

As a young man in Chicago, David Schuman was a speed skater who 
skipped the Olympic trials to enter Stanford. He never lost the passion for 
speed that drove him across the ice, though, and later poured his energy 
into bicycling up and down Oregon’s hills. Photo by Robert Rocklin
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not try — would not even rage, as some fa-
mous judges have, at the unfairness of it all. 
Instead, he was, as a judge, simply present 
on the page. I hear you, the separate opin-
ion seemed to say to the losers. I can think 
about the issue like a human being while still 
remaining a judge.

As a lawyer and a person, David 
Schuman embodied that kind of humane 
moderation. In another of his short stories, 
“Cold Turkey,” the narrator tells his long-
dead grandfather what kind of person he 
has become: “I try to work hard without 
being fanatic, and resist quackery without 
being rigid. I try to be spontaneous without 
being a psychopath, and to have self-esteem 
without being a narcissist.”

One can add that Schuman tried to be 
present always without being obtrusive — 
in person, in the classroom, on the bench. 
In Yiddish, the word “nebbish” describes a 
person who enters a room and makes peo-
ple wonder who just left. The opposite of 
“nebbish” would thus be the kind of friend 
who, when finally leaving a room, leaves 
behind a sense that someone important is  
still there. 

That sense of having once been seen is 
what David Schuman’s family, and friends, 
former students and colleagues must settle 
for now. n

Garrett Epps was the Orlando John & Mar-
ian H. Hollis Professor of Law at the Univer-
sity of Oregon School of Law. He currently 
lives in Eugene and is legal affairs editor of 
The Washington Monthly. 

RESOURCES

1. To preorder a copy of A Voice for Justice: Writ-
ings of David Schuman, go to osupress.
oregonstate.edu/book/voice-for- 
justice. Use Promo Code SP21 for 25 percent off 
the $24.95 cover price through May 31, 2021.

2. The accompanying website avoiceforjustice.
com includes an index of judicial opinions, 
complete versions of works excerpted in 
the book and a composite biography by 18 
friends, family members and colleagues.

3.  The David Schuman Legal Justice Fellowship at 
the Wayne Morse Center for Law and Politics 
provides a summer stipend for a UO law stu-
dent to work full time for an organization that 
serves the public good. All proceeds from A 
Voice for Justice support this fellowship, and 
you can too at duckfunder.uoregon.edu/
schumanfellowship.
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Editor’s note: This is the first of a two-part 
series on techniques that legal professionals 
can use to help reduce stress in what is an of-
ten turbulent world. Coming in June: Retired 
attorney and senior Buddhist meditation 
teacher Stephen Snyder offers tips for tapping 
into your innate goodness.

Why did you decide to read this 
article?
Perhaps you’ve heard about 

mindfulness, but you don’t really know 
what it is. Maybe you’ve given mindfulness 
a shot in the past, but you didn’t stick with 
it. Regardless of how you got to this point, 
you’re here now. That means you have 
some level of curiosity about the concept.

Let’s start by taking a few deep breaths. 
No, really. I want you to take some deep 
breaths before continuing to read. Breathe 
in slowly, then exhale slowly. Do that  
three times.

You just did a mindfulness exercise. You 
didn’t need a special cushion. You didn’t 

By John Devlin

Why and How to Make Your Daily Life a Little Better

Mindfulness 101

LAWYER WELL-BEING
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need to be in a designated place. You didn’t 
need any particular objects (candles, in-
cense, etc.). You just needed your breath 
and your intention.

I hope that short exercise made you feel 
a little better. I doubt it made you feel any 
worse. Ultimately, that’s my goal with this 
article — to make you feel a little better 
than you did before reading it. I want to in-
troduce you to mindfulness techniques that 
can improve your daily life. My hope is that 
these techniques will be more accessible 
than you might think.

First, a confession. Before I started my 
mindfulness practice in the fall of 2019, I 
was highly skeptical. Several years earlier,  
I reluctantly participated in a guided medi-
tation exercise during a meeting. Let’s just 
say that my inner lawyer voice was full of 
snark during that session. Little did I know 
that I would be shopping for a meditation 
cushion a few years later.

What is Mindfulness?
Jon Kabat-Zinn, one of the pioneers of 

the mindfulness movement, defines mind-
fulness as “awareness that arises through 
paying attention, on purpose, in the pres-
ent moment, non-judgmentally.” Take a 
minute and read that sentence again, focus-
ing on each of the phrases — paying atten-
tion, on purpose, in the present moment, 
non-judgmentally. Each of those phrases 
describes a different aspect of mindfulness.

One way to think about mindfulness 
is to imagine its opposite — mindlessness. 
Think about driving somewhere familiar 
and realizing that you have no memory of 
how you got there, or eating a meal while 
doing something else and realizing that 
you have not tasted the food. We often go 
through the present moment on autopilot 
while our mind is elsewhere. Mindfulness is 
a focused effort to keep our attention in the 
present moment.

To keep it simple, I have broken down 
mindfulness into two essential techniques: 
daily meditation and being present in ev-
eryday life. Before we dive into those tech-
niques, though, I think a brief science les-
son might be helpful. 

The Science of Mindfulness
There is growing evidence that mindful-

ness can affect the structure of your brain in 
positive ways.

Dr. Sara Lazar, a professor at Harvard 
Medical School, has demonstrated that 
a consistent mindfulness practice corre-
lates with an increase in the hippocampus 
(which helps learning, memory and emo-
tional regulation) and the temporoparietal 
junction (which helps cognition, percep-
tion and compassion), and a decrease in 
the amygdala (which manages our fight, 
flight or freeze system). These changes are 
a result of neuroplasticity — the concept 
that our brains continue to change over the 
course of our lives.

Mindfulness is a way to intentionally  
make those changes.1

While much of this research is in its 
early stages, there is widespread consensus 
that developing a mindfulness practice can 
have a positive impact on a person’s daily 
life. Some of the main benefits are a reduc-
tion in stress, anxiety and irritability, along 
with an increase in relaxation, connection 
and focus.

The great news is that meditating for a 
relatively short period of time (10-20 min-
utes) appears to be enough to produce 
those benefits. But there’s a catch: The key 
to neuroplasticity is consistency, so it’s ide-
al to have a daily practice.

If you research the benefits of mindful-
ness, you quickly will discover that there 
are claims about its ability to help with a 
wide variety of health problems. Some of 
the research also suggests that mindfulness 
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can slow down the brain’s aging process.  
While those claims are speculative, I think 
it’s fair to say that, like a lot of brain science, 
the research into the power of mindfulness 
is in its infancy. We don’t understand all of 
the ways in which mindfulness impacts our 
bodies and our lives, but we’re pretty sure 
that it makes those things better.

Specific Needs of the  
Legal Profession

While mindfulness can improve any-
one’s life, the specific challenges of practic-
ing law line up nicely with the benefits that 
mindfulness can provide.

Most people reading this article have 
heard about the fact that lawyers have high 
rates of alcoholism and substance use dis-
orders. In 2016, the Journal of Addiction 
Medicine published an article entitled “The 
Prevalence of Substance Use and Other 
Mental Health Concerns Among Ameri-
can Attorneys.” The researchers surveyed 

almost 15,000 lawyers across the country 
and discovered that more than one-third of 
those lawyers reported behavior consistent 
with hazardous drinking or possible alcohol 
abuse or dependence. One out of every five 
lawyers scored high enough to be classified 
as a problem drinker.

What is less commonly talked about, 
and far more widespread, are other mental 
health concerns identified by the research-
ers: 61 percent of the lawyers surveyed re-
ported a concern about anxiety, and 45 per-
cent reported a concern about depression.

These numbers become even more stag-
gering when put into a larger context. All of 
those percentages are far higher in lawyers, 
it turns out, than in the general population.

There are various aspects of lawyers’ 
work — conflict, deadlines, financial pres-
sure, lack of time for non-work interests, 
meeting expectations of clients and co-
workers, inability to control or guarantee 
outcomes, perfectionist tendencies — that 

Mindfulness can be as simple as walking your dog, attorney John Devlin says.  He’s learned to 
notice the sounds around him, the objects he passes and the feel of his steps on the ground.  
Photo courtesy of John Devlin
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can have a negative impact on mental 
health. The problems start early, because 
similar levels of anxiety, depression and 
problem drinking have been found in sur-
veys of law students.

Thankfully, leaders in the legal profes-
sion have started to focus on the issue of 
lawyer well-being. In 2017, the American 
Bar Association released a report entitled 
“The Path to Lawyer Well-Being: Practical 
Recommendations for Positive Change.” 

That report contained an extensive dis-
cussion of how different parts of the legal  
profession (employers, judges, bar associa-
tions and practitioners) could help alleviate 
these problems.

This effort already has sparked in-
creased attention and positive change at the 
local level. In 2019, the Oregon State Bar 
hosted the Summit on Lawyer Well-Being 
and the Oregon Supreme Court mandated 
one hour of continuing legal education on 
mental health, substance use and cognitive 
impairment. The Bulletin devoted an entire 
issue to the lawyer well-being in October 
2019 and continues to run occasional col-
umns on the topic.

The ABA report included a specific rec-
ommendation about the benefits of mind-
fulness meditation:

Mindfulness meditation is a prac-
tice that can enhance cognitive 
reframing (and thus resilience) 
by aiding our ability to monitor 
our thoughts and avoid becoming 
emotionally overwhelmed. A rap-
idly growing body of research on 
meditation has shown its potential 
for help in addressing a variety of 
psychological and psychosomatic 
disorders, especially those in which 
stress plays a causal role.

One type of meditative practice is 
mindfulness — a technique that 
cultivates the skill of being pres-
ent by focusing attention on your 
breath and detaching from your 
thoughts or feelings. Research has 
found that mindfulness can reduce 
rumination, stress, depression and 
anxiety. It also can enhance a host 
of competencies related to lawyer 
effectiveness, including increased 
focus and concentration, working 
memory, critical cognitive skills, 
reduced burnout and ethical and 
rational decision-making.

Multiple articles have advocated 
for mindfulness as an important 
practice for lawyers and law stu-
dents.  Evidence also suggests that 
mindfulness can enhance the sense 
of work-life balance by reducing 
workers’ preoccupation with work.  

One group of researchers has published 
the results of a study entitled “Mindfulness 
and Legal Practice: A Preliminary Study of 
the Effects of Mindfulness Meditation and 
Stress Reduction in Lawyers.” While the 
researchers acknowledge that the study 
population was small (less than 50 people) 
and only included people who wanted to 
learn about the possible benefits of mind-
fulness meditation, they nevertheless found 
that the group showed levels of depression, 
anxiety and stress consistent with the over-
all lawyer population before starting the 
program.

Eight weeks later, the same group “re-
ported lower levels of depression, anxiety, 
stress, and negative mood, as well as in-
creased levels of positive mood, resilience, 
and workplace effectiveness.”

How to Start a Mindfulness Practice
Starting a mindfulness practice is much 

easier than you might think. To keep it sim-
ple, I have identified two key components: 
daily meditation and being present in ev-
eryday life.

Daily meditation: For many people, 
this is the most intimidating part of a mind-
fulness practice. The good news is that med-
itation is actually quite simple. All you need 
is a quiet place to sit.

You close your eyes and just focus on 
your breathing. Many people find it help-
ful to count their breaths — one for the 
in-breath, two for the out-breath and so on 
up to 10, then repeat. This gives your mind 
something to focus on. You can start out by 
trying this for five minutes.

Another great way to start is by using 
an app. There are several fantastic apps that 
help people learn to meditate and support 
an ongoing meditation practice. My two 
favorites are Headspace and Insight Tim-
er. Both of them have lots of free content, 
along with a subscription model if you want 
to access more content.    

Once you try meditation, you quickly 
will learn that your mind does not want to 
settle down. As you try to focus on your 
breath — or on a guided meditation — your 
mind will be worrying about the future, or 

ruminating on the past, or commenting on 
whether you are doing a good or bad job 
meditating, or any number of other things. 
This is natural. It’s not possible to stop our 
minds from thinking, just as it’s not possi-
ble to stop our lungs from breathing. This is 
especially true for lawyers, who have been 
trained to think constantly about all pos-
sible contingencies in every situation.

Thoughts will come and go, but you’re 
not doing anything wrong when you have 
those thoughts. Thinking brains actually 
help us immensely. But they just need a 
little down time in the same way that you 
can’t exercise indefinitely, so the key is to 
notice your thoughts, let them go and then 
return to a focus on your breath.

The neuroplasticity comes from realiz-
ing when you have become distracted and 
helping your brain settle down. The act of 
noticing that you are distracted is like a 
mental pushup.

Being present in everyday life:  While 
this aspect of mindfulness sounds easier 
than meditation, it turns out to be quite 
challenging, especially in our distracting 
modern world.

According to one widely quoted study, 
a person’s mind is not focused on their pres-
ent task almost 50 percent of the time. Put 
another way, we are doing one thing, but 
our mind is somewhere else, during half of 
our waking hours. While you might con-
gratulate yourself on being a great multi-
tasker, the reality is that you are simply 
switching between tasks very rapidly. Our 
brains cannot focus on more than one thing 
at a time.

This phenomenon has gotten worse in 
recent years.  Imagine the daily life of a law-
yer 20 years ago, or even 40 years ago. The 
pace of practice was far slower. Then letters 
became emails. Emails became text mes-
sages. Your office computer became a com-
puter that you carry around all day and put 
next to you at bedtime. For most lawyers, 
there is no way to leave work — unless you 
intentionally create that space.

The goal of mindfulness is to be aware 
of our wandering mind and to bring it back 
to the task at hand.  You can be mindful at 
any time, during any activity, simply by be-
ing intentional about focusing on what you 
are doing.

You can try being mindful during a 
walk, noticing the sounds around you, the 
objects you pass and the feel of your steps 
on the ground. I have been amazed at all of 
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the things I have noticed on my daily walks 
once I started paying attention. You can 
practice mindfulness while eating, brushing 
your teeth or doing the dishes. As you be-
come more mindful, this naturally results in 
an increase in gratitude.

Setting Realistic Goals
I hope that this article provides a help-

ful introduction to mindfulness, along with 
some evidence-based information to en-
courage you to give it a try. Starting a mind-
fulness practice has made a tremendous dif-
ference in my life. I hope that some of you 
will get the same benefit.

I want to leave you with a final caveat:  
Mindfulness is not a cure-all. The goal is to 
improve your life, not magically change it. 
Mindfulness does not eliminate the parts 
of your everyday life that have caused chal-
lenges for you. The goal is to get some dis-
tance from those parts of your life — to see 
them in a new perspective — by focusing 
on being present and by learning to calm  
your brain.

Mindfulness also is not a substitute for 
treatment by a trained professional, espe-
cially if you are dealing with more severe 
challenges.

Mindfulness is simple, but it’s not easy. 
It’s a lifelong process, not a miracle cure. 
That’s why it’s called a practice. The good 
news is that it’s never too late to start. n

Over the past two decades, John Devlin has 
worked as a commercial litigator, deputy 
district attorney, personal injury lawyer and 
civil rights lawyer. He currently mediates all 
types of civil disputes. Reach him at john@
johndevlinlaw.com.

ENDNOTE

1. Dr. Sara Lazar gave a fantastic TEDx talk in 
which she describes how her own skepti-
cism about mindfulness turned into scientific 
investigation.  Find “How Meditation Can 
Reshape Our Brains” online at tinyurl.com/
TedxLazar.
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BAR NEWS

Oregon Plans to Hold  
In-Person Exam in July

Oregon plans to hold an in-person bar 
exam in July, although that may change 
based on guidance from the Oregon Health 
Authority as the exam date nears.

“If the data suggests that a remote exam 
is the only safe option, the Board of Bar 
Examiners (BBX) will change the test type 
when that becomes apparent,” says Troy 
Wood, the Oregon State Bar’s regulatory 
counsel. “Applicants should be prepared for 
either exam.”

Changes will be posted as soon as they 
become official, Wood says, so applicants 
should check the Admissions homepage at 
osbar.org/admissions often.

In the meantime, applications for the 
July 27-28 exam are available in the OSB 
Admissions Forms Library at osbar.org/
admissions/index.html#forms. The timely 
filing deadline for the exam has passed, but 
late applications are being accepted until 
May 17 with a $350 late fee.

Applicants who failed the February 
2021 exam can file without having to pay 
the late fee, according to an order issued by 
Chief Justice Martha Walters, but their ap-
plications must be received by the late filing 
deadline.

Feedback Requested  
On Paraprofessional Licensing

Several years ago, the Oregon State Bar 
formed a Futures Task Force to have a seri-
ous discussion about the legal needs of Or-
egonians, and how the bar needs to evolve 
to meet those legal needs. One of the major 
recommendations of the task force was that 
the bar create a committee to develop a de-
tailed plan for licensing legal providers who 
would provide limited services and lower 
cost in specific issue areas in which there is 
significant unmet need. These legal provid-
ers are called paraprofessionals.

Last fall the bar formed a Paraprofes-
sional Licensure Implementation Com-
mittee to tackle the prospect of licensing 
paraprofessionals to provide limited legal 
assistance in two of the largest subject ar-
eas in which Oregonians end up represent-
ing themselves: landlord/tenant law and 
family law. 
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The committee’s goal is to come up 
with educational requirements, ethics 
rules and to define the scope of practice for 
these paraprofessionals. Because parapro-
fessionals are not attorneys, determining 
what tasks in which they can assist clients 
and what tasks require the assistance of an 
attorney is extremely important. The com-
mittee’s recommendations will ultimately 
be presented to the Oregon Supreme Court 
for consideration. 

Anyone who has questions about the 
committee or input on this proposal should 
contact the Oregon State Bar at parapro 
fessionalcommittee@osbar.org or visit the 
committee’s website at paraprofessional.
osbar.org. 

Volunteers Needed for Disciplinary 
Board In Regions 1, 4, and 7

The mission of the Oregon State Bar is 
to serve justice by promoting respect for 
the rule of law, by improving the quality 
of legal services and by increasing access 
to justice. To this end, the bar is currently 
looking for individuals who are willing to 
volunteer their time to listen, investigate 
and help to make decisions regarding law-
yer discipline.  

Volunteers should have very good read-
ing and listening skills. Disciplinary board 
public members serve on a panel with an 
adjudicator, a lawyer member and a public 
member at hearings where the Oregon State 
Bar is prosecuting attorneys for allegedly vio-
lating ethics rules. Members will be asked to 
read the pleadings in advance, consider evi-
dence at a hearing and participate in render-
ing a decision. Members are assigned to sit on 
trial panels, which typically last from one to 
three days. There are no monthly meetings 
for this program. For more information visit 
www.osbar.org/discipline/db.html. To volun-
teer, log in to your dashboard and fill out the 
bar’s volunteer form at hello.osbar.org.

MCLE Reporting  
Is Due May 31

Effective Sept. 18, 2020, the Oregon Su-
preme Court ordered amendments to the 
MCLE Rules and Regulations that move the 
MCLE compliance deadlines to the spring. 
The new deadline to complete MCLE cred-
its is April 30 and the new deadline to elec-
tronically certify and submit MCLE reports 
is May 31. 

If it is your year to report MCLE cred-
its, visit www.osbar.org/mcle/index.html for 
more details.
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Nominate Future Leaders  
for OSB Leadership Institute

Do you know hardworking and skilled 
attorneys from diverse backgrounds who 
have been practicing between three and 
nine years? Invest in the professional devel-
opment and abilities of these future rising 
leaders by nominating them for the OSB 
Leadership Institute.

Over the course of a year, institute par-
ticipants will develop and refine practical 
leadership skills and cultivate confidence 
and resiliency while developing an invalu-
able network with their peers. The Lead-
ership Institute will also serve the legal 
profession and the Oregon community by 
increasing awareness of community service 
opportunities throughout the state.

For the latest information about nomi-
nations and sponsorship opportunities, visit 
the OSB Diversity & Inclusion home page 
at osbar.org/diversity.

Professionalism Courses  
Earn Ethics CLE Credit 

Do CLE ethics programs seem to lec-
ture only about rules and what not to do? 
It’s also possible to earn ethics credit by 
learning what to do. Courses on profession-
alism qualify for ethics credit in Oregon. 
Check out the current Statement of Pro-
fessionalism adopted by the Oregon State 
Bar and approved by the Supreme Court at 
osbar.org/_docs/forms/Prof-ord.pdf. Then, 
consider taking a course on professionalism 
to earn ethics credit and aim to embody a 
professional standard of conduct that goes 
beyond merely complying with the rules of 
attorney and judicial conduct. n

The Bulletin welcomes short items about 
Oregon lawyers and law firms for the  
Bar People pages of the magazine.  
Notices are published at no cost. 

Email notices to: editor@osbar.org

Submissions are subject to editing and 
published in the order received. 

The Bulletin publishes photographs (single 
headshots only) in “Moves” and “Among 
Ourselves” and “In Memoriam.” The fee  
is $20 for each photograph. The notice 
itself is free.Paid professional announce-
ments are also available. Inquire at  
advertising@osbar.org.

Questions? Call the Bulletin,  
(503) 431-6356 or (800) 452-8260,  
ext. 356.

Have an Item for the Bulletin?
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BAR ACTIONS

Discipline
Note: More than 15,000 people are eligible to 
practice law in Oregon. Some of them share 
the same name or similar names. All dis-
cipline reports should be read carefully for 
names, addresses and bar numbers. 

TIMOTHY RICHARD GASSNER
OSB #023090  
Madras  
180-day suspension, all stayed, two-year 
probation

Effective March 2, 2021, the disciplin-
ary board approved a stipulation for dis-
cipline and suspended Madras attorney 
Timothy Richard Gassner for 180 days, all 
stayed pending a two-year probation, for 
violations of RPC 1.15-1(a) (duty to hold 
funds belonging to clients or third persons 
separate from lawyer’s own property), RPC 
1.15-1(c) (duty to deposit client funds into 
trust) and RPC 5.3(a) (duty to supervise 
non-lawyer personnel).

Beginning in 2010, Gassner became the 
managing partner of his law firm and was 
responsible for overseeing the firm’s book-
keeper and trust account transactions. On 
Feb. 6, 2019, Gassner’s firm reported to 
the bar two overdrafts in the firm’s trust ac-
count. Shortly thereafter, the bar received 
an IOLTA overdraft notification from Co-
lumbia Bank.

While investigating the overdrafts, 
Gassner discovered that in the past several 
years, the firm’s bookkeeper had routinely 
transferred client funds from the trust ac-
count to the firm’s business account before 
they were earned, and had failed to keep 
accurate records of the transfers. After as-
certaining that $53,373.32 had been prema-
turely withdrawn, Gassner deposited that 
amount into the trust account.

Gassner acknowledged that he failed to 
properly supervise the bookkeeper and rec-
oncile the trust account records during the 
time the trust account was mismanaged.

The stipulation acknowledged that Gas-
sner’s conduct was aggravated by multiple 
offenses and substantial experience in the 

practice of law. Mitigating factors included 
the absence of prior discipline; a timely, 
good-faith effort to make restitution and 
to rectify consequences of his misconduct; 
full and free disclosure and cooperative atti-
tude toward proceedings; his character and 
reputation; and remorse. 

GARY R. LUISI

OSB #711053  
Hermiston  
Public reprimand

Effective March 12, 2021, the disciplin-
ary board approved a stipulation for disci-
pline reprimanding Hermiston lawyer Gary 
R. Luisi for violation of RPC 4.2 (unauthor-
ized communication with a represented 
party).

Luisi represented the brother, mother 
and wife of a decedent involving claims 
against the decedent’s estate. The dece-
dent’s son was administering the estate as 
the claiming successor and was represented 
by counsel.

In March 2015, Luisi mailed directly to 
the claiming successor claims against the 
estate on behalf of the decedent’s brother 
and mother; he included a cover letter with 
the claims forms that addressed a variety of 
issues related to the estate. Although ORS 
114.540(1) allowed claims against an estate 
to be presented to the affiant within four 
months of the filing of the affidavit, Luisi 
knew the claiming successor was represent-
ed at the time Luisi sent the letter, and Luisi 
sent a copy of the letter to the attorney for 
the claiming successor.

In April 2015, Luisi mailed directly to 
the claiming successor a claim against the 
estate on behalf of the decedent’s wife. Lu-
isi again accompanied the claim form with 
a cover letter that addressed a variety of 
issues related to the estate. Luisi knew the 
claiming successor was still represented by 
counsel at the time he sent the letter, and 
Luisi sent a copy of the letter to the attorney 
for the claiming successor. Luisi’s conduct 
violated RPC 4.2.

Luisi’s conduct was aggravated by sub-
stantial experience in the practice of law. 
It was mitigated by the absence of a prior  

disciplinary record, the absence of a dishon-
est motive and full and free disclosure dur-
ing the disciplinary investigation.

GREGORY S. HOOVER
OSB #021537  
Bellevue, Washington  
30-day suspension

Effective March 30, 2021, the disci-
plinary board suspended Bellevue, Wash-
ington, attorney, Gregory S. Hoover 
(Hoover), for 30 days on a petition for re-
ciprocal discipline based on discipline im-
posed in Washington. 

Hoover previously stipulated to viola-
tions of the Washington Rules of Profes-
sional Conduct (WA RPC). On or about 
Dec. 11, 2017, Hoover was hired to rep-
resent a client facing criminal charges. At 
some point thereafter, the client also hired 
Hoover for a related civil forfeiture matter. 
The client’s primary language is Taisha-
nese. By failing to arrange for a Taishanese 
interpreter in his client’s court proceed-
ings, Hoover violated WA RPC 1.3 (dili-
gence). By failing to communicate the risks 
of not accepting a 30-day plea offer to his 
client and by failing to communicate with 
his client in a language that his client fully 
understood, Hoover violated WA RPC 
1.4 (communication). Hoover’s conduct 
constituted violations of Oregon Rules 
of Professional Conduct (OR RPC) 1.3 
(diligence), OR RPC 1.4(a), and OR RPC 
1.4(b) (communication).

Hoover’s conduct was aggravated by 
multiple offenses and substantial experience 
in the practice of law. In mitigation, Hoover 
did not have a prior disciplinary record, did 
not have a dishonest or selfish motive, and 
has a good character or reputation. n
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BAR PEOPLE

Among  
Ourselves 

Tonkon Torp part-
ner Claire Brown has 
joined the Oregon En-
trepreneurs Network 
board of directors as 
its secretary. Brown is 
a partner in the firm’s 
business department 
and has experienced 

addressing a broad range of legal issues 
facing businesses, including in the fields of 
securities law, corporate finance, corporate 
governance, contract negotiation and gen-
eral business. She works with both new and 
established companies. Tonkon Torp has 
had an attorney serving on the OEN board 
since the early 2000s.

Miller Nash Graham 
& Dunn attorney Iván 
Resendiz Gutierrez 
received the 2020 Or-
egon Law Outstanding 
Young Alumni Award. 
This recognition is 
awarded to a Univer-
sity of Oregon School 

of Law graduate who has made significant 
career, leadership or service contributions 
to their community, the school of law or 
the legal profession. The award recognizes 
accomplishments within their first 10 years 
after graduation. He currently serves as co-
chair of the Oregon Minority Lawyers As-
sociation and co-chair of the Diversity and 
Inclusion Committee of the Oregon Chap-
ter of the Federal Bar Association. He also 
serves as the vice-chair of the Legal Aid 
Services of Oregon board of directors and 
as an executive committee member-at-large 
of Oregon Law Center’s board of directors.

Ball Janik partner Damien R. Hall has 
been named chair of the board of directors 
for CareOregon, a nonprofit organization 
that offers health services and community 
benefit programs to the more than 450,000 
members of the Oregon Health Plan. Hall 

joined the CareOre-
gon board in 2014 and 
serves on its execu-
tive and community 
impact committees. 
He also serves on the 
board of directors of 
Portland Community 
Reinvestment Initia-

tives, the Urban Land Institute’s Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion Taskforce, the Home 
Forward Board of Commissioners and the 
Metropolitan Exposition Recreation Com-
mission.

Eugene lawyer C. Peter 
Sorenson retired af-
ter 24 years as a Lane 
County commissioner 
on Jan. 4, 2021. The 
board of directors of 
the Lane Council of 
Governments pre-
sented him with the 

2020 Outstanding Public Career Award at 
its recent virtual awards ceremony, noting 
that Sorenson, a former Oregon state sena-
tor, had served longer as a commissioner 
than anyone else. Sorenson plans to contin-
ue his law practice, emphasizing Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA) matters.

Jen Wager, co-man-
aging shareholder at 
Stoll Berne, has been 
named a 2021 Port-
land Business Journal 
Women of Influence 
award honoree. The 
award honors women 
in Oregon who work 

to create change, make a beneficial impact 
and endeavor to bring their community to-
gether with positive influences. n

Moves 
Steve Murphy has 
joined Albright Kittell 
in Tillamook focusing 
on landlord-tenant, 
family law and con-
servatorship matters. 
An Illinois transplant, 
he recently graduated 
from Lewis & Clark 

Law School.

Todd Albert has been confirmed by 
the Oregon State Senate as the next public 
records advocate. He succeeds Ginger Mc-
Call, Oregon’s first advocate, who resigned 
from the position in October 2019. Albert’s 
entire career has been devoted to serving in 
the public interest, including as a public de-
fender in his hometown of New York City, 
as in-house counsel to the Oregon Judicial 
Department and as a trial lawyer at the 
Oregon Department of Justice.

Chenoweth Law 
Group has made two 
new additions to its 
team. Somya Kaushik 
joins the firm as a 10-
year commercial trans-
actional and litigation 
attorney focusing in 
practice areas of intel-

lectual property, healthcare and technology. 
She is licensed in Oregon and New York, and 
practiced litigation in New York City before 
moving to Portland in 2018, where she rep-

resented clients with 
complex matters in 
both federal and state 
court. While being a 
lawyer representing en-
trepreneurs, Kaushik 
became one when she 
founded EsqMe, Inc., 
a legal technology 

company. Sarah Vogel joined CLG in the 
firm’s civil litigation practice. Prior to this 
move, Vogel served as lead counsel on more 
than 60 criminal jury and bench trials at the 
Clackamas County District Attorney’s office. 
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Schwabe, Williamson 
and Wyatt has promot-
ed three attorneys to 
shareholder. Rebecca 
Boyette helps clients 
with their employ-
ment-law needs and 
advises on day-to-day 
issues such as employ-

ee handbooks, leave laws, discipline and 
terminations. She is part of the firm’s health-

care and life sciences, 
and manufacturing, 
distribution and re-
tail industry groups. 
Amanda Loupin-
Bartlett provides prac-
tical business advice to 
companies of all sizes 
and stages, ranging 

from start-ups and local, family-owned busi-
nesses to large multinational corporations. 
She is a member of the firm’s natural re-

sources and technol-
ogy industry groups. 
Jonathan Ward helps 
companies and indi-
viduals secure valuable 
IP rights for their in-
novations. He focuses 
on preparing and pros-
ecuting patent applica-

tions directed to hardware and software in-
novations, including embedded systems and 
unmanned aerial vehicles. He is part of the 
firm’s manufacturing, distribution and retail 
and technology industry groups.

Bradley Krupicka has 
joined Lewis Brisbois 
as a partner in the Port-
land office. An expe-
rienced litigator, Kru-
picka is well-versed in 
handling cases involv-
ing discrimination and 
harassment allegations, 

wage and hour disputes, and other employ-
ment issues. He also advises employers about 
hiring, performance management, opera-
tional, compliance and termination issues. n
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

LAW LIBRARY, COMPLETE SET 
OREGON REPORTS and Oregon 
Appellate Reports, $4,500, (503) 
650-8010.

OFFICE SPACE

1400-3500 SQ FT AVAILABLE FOR 
LEASE or potential ownership op-
portunity in the heart of West Linn’s 
Central Village, less than 1 mile from 
the Clackamas county courthouse.   
Could lease or have potential  
ownership of up to 50% of build-
ing.  To be constructed and available  
by early 2022.  www.boltoncommons. 
com  or kimadvancedentalarts.com.

1910 CLASSIC PORTLAND 
4-SQUARE IN THE HEART OF 
HOLLYWOOD – Additional of-
fices are currently occupied with 
solo practicing attorneys (domestic 
relations, elder law and mediation 
services). This would be an ideal 
situation for a solo practitioner and 
paralegal/legal assistant. Someone 
who is open to case sharing and 
coverage in DOM REL would be 
preferable. 1 office and 2 support 
staff spaces are currently available: 
Office 1: 2nd floor: large east-facing 
windows - 217.05 square feet with 1 
separate space for support staff in-
cluded for $1,500 per month. Space 
2: 2nd floor: 89.3 square feet. Space 
3: 2nd floor: 60.6 square feet, price 
negotiable on Space 2 and 3, as-
suming main tenant and support 
staff. Please call/text Dianne Gridley 
at (503) 358-7927.

ALL-INCLUSIVE OFFICE SPACE – 
Private secure offices include mail 
service, phone reception, internet, 
conference rooms, kitchen, signage, 
parking, 24/7 building access. No 
set up fee’s, use of furniture, on-
site gym and 13th month waived! 
5200Meadows.com or Call (503) 
726-5999. 

BEAVERTON ATTORNEY OFFICE 
BUILDING FOR OVER 40 YEARS 
on S.W. 2nd and Tucker has a 2nd 
floor office with adjacent cubical 
work station available. Shared re-
ception area, library, conference 
room and parking. $450 for office 

monthly or longer lease an op-
tion.   Eight sole practitioners in 
building with some overflow/refer-
ral.  Call Sheila at (503) 641-7888 or 
email sheilawagnon@lawyer.com.

BEND, OLD MILL, 1924 CRAFTS-
MAN with cozy reception area with 
fireplace, kitchen, conference room. 
2 upstair(s) $650|$800 per month/
year lease. Possible overflow of fam-
ily law work.   Contact: lilquinn927@
gmail.com  (541) 728-1974.

DOWNTOWN PORTLAND, 1000 
BROADWAY, CLASS A SPACE, 
23rd floor, receptionist, voice mail, 
conference rooms, copiers, scanners, 
phone, gym, showers, bike rack, 
starting at $750/mo, (503) 274-1680.

HILLSBORO – 2 elegant office 
suites 1 block from courthouse. 
$800.00/ea, utilities included w/
first month free. For pics/info con-
tact John Elliott: (971) 404-6631 or  
JMEDrum@Earthlink.Net.

HILLSBORO DOWNTOWN OF-
FICE SPACE one block to court-
house, free reserved parking. Single 
private offices on month to month 
or longer. $325 per month. Larger 
suites also available. New Comcast 
high speed internet available! Call 
Jay Weil (503) 924-5772, or email 
jaymweil@aol.com.

LAKE OSWEGO KRUSE WAY 
– Class A Office Building. 4248 
Galewood Street, Lake Oswego, 
OR 97035. Primarily Attorneys. 
Partner-sized, windowed offices. 
Receptionist, Phones, High Speed 
Internet, Conference Rooms avail-
able or included. Free parking. Of-
fice lease prices range from $600 to 
$1400 per month. Phone numbers 
or ported numbers available. Call for 
information. John (503) 675-4343.

OFFICE AVAILABLE IN THE 
BUTCHER & SMITH LAW FIRM 
SUITES – 520 SW Yamhill St., across 
from Pioneer Square.   Telephone 
services, copiers, scanners, show-
ers, bike rack, large windows, secu-
rity and front desk person available 
to greet clients.   First month free.   
Inquires to Elizabeth at (503) 972-
7380.

OFFICE SPACE – DOWNTOWN 
MILWAUKIE - 2027 SE Jefferson St. 
Single private office space available 
on a modified gross lease. Second 
floor unit with separate entrance 
on a 24/7 secured access system. 
Quiet and friendly environment 
shared with medical and financial 
professionals. Free parking behind 
building or on the street. Walking 
distance to downtown shops and 
restaurants. For more information, 
contact Lauren Lancial at llancial@
daywireless.com or (503) 794-3760.

OLD TOWN BEAVERTON, AT-
TORNEY OFFICE SPACE at Hall 
Blvd and Farmington.   Seven pri-
vate office suites with second floor 
views, conference room, break 
room, private en-suite restroom 
with shower, front reception, ample 
paralegal/executive assistant cubicle 
space.  Walk to Farmers Market and 
nearby restaurants, shops and food 
carts. Recently upgraded interior 
and exterior. Full service lease. Plen-
ty of parking. Elevator served. 2,795 
Sq. Ft. @ $25 psf. Contact Jim Ryan 
at (503) 244-2300, ext. 111 or Jim.
Ryan@cwres.com.

PEARL DISTRICT OFFICE for rent 
or rent to buy, space for 2 attys 
and 2 staff with possible room for 
expansion.   Classy and function-
al.  (503)756-1213.

SPACIOUS OFFICE IN DOWN-
TOWN PORTLAND AVAILABLE – 
Large (12 x 15) partially furnished of-
fice with balcony, newer carpet and 
paint and separate secretarial space 
outside office with desk. $825. 
Building located on the corner of 
SW 6th and Clay near the transit 
mall. Full reception and custom tele-
phone answering from 8:00 am to 
5:00 pm, library w/fireplace, confer-
ence room, shower, all usual equip-
ment. 6 experienced attorneys, 4 
blocks to courthouse, fitness center 
one block. Flexible lease dates. Park-
ing available $200/month. 521 SW 
Clay.  George: (503) 226-3607.

TWO OFFICE SHARES IN DOWN-
TOWN PORTLAND 1 MONTH 
FREE WITH A 12 MO LEASE – One 
is 14x12 for $1,200 per month and 

the other is 15x10 for $1,025 per 
month. 10th floor office in Cascade 
Building. 2 blocks from Pioneer 
Square and MAX Transit hub. Alder 
Street Parking Garage across street. 
Rent includes reception, telephone/
internet, office conference room, 
shred, copier & postage machine 
use. Building amenities: Gym, w/
shower, tenant  lounge. Contact 
Jamie @ (503) 243-2733 or jamie@
kramer-associates.com.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

It is the policy of the Bulletin to 
only list opportunities for em-
ployment that are consistent 
with OSB Bylaw 10.

A LATERAL MOVE IS A DIFFI-
CULT DECISION, so let us find you 
the perfect fit.   Since 2000, Stayer 
Legal Search has been connecting 
lawyers with great opportunities in 
all sizes of law firms and companies.  
Our current searches cover nearly all 
practice areas.   Let’s talk in confi-
dence. Candice Wilson Stayer, Stayer 
Legal Search LLC cwstayer@stayerle 
galsearch.com (503) 968-0901.

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY – EU-
GENE, OR – Growing partnership in 
downtown Eugene is seeking an as-
sociate attorney to support its crimi-
nal defense and family law practice. 
The position includes opportunities 
to grow a personal injury and estate 
planning practice as well. Ideal can-
didates will have two years full-time 
employment experience prior to en-
tering college or law school, with le-
gal experience preferred. Traditional 
graduates are also encouraged to 
apply. This opportunity may also be 
ideal for the newer lawyer with a 
small book of business or the recent 
graduate with an entrepreneurial 
mind. Compensation is negotiable 
and performance based with an ex-
pected annual range of $50,000 to 
$80,000. Benefits include bar dues, 
PLF coverage, CLE allowance, and 
health care plan. Please submit your 
cover letter, resume, writing sample 
and three professional references to 
info@oregonattys.com.

BEND FIRM SEEKING BUSINESS 
& REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS 
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ATTORNEY – The thriving Bend law 
firm of Lynch Conger LLP is seek-
ing a 3-8 year associate with busi-
ness and real estate transactional 
experience.  Land use experience a 
plus. Headquartered in Bend with 
suburban Portland/Lake Oswego 
office. Competitive salary, benefits, 
and bonus structure. Principals only, 
no recruiters.   Submit resume and 
short cover letter or email to Office 
Manager Kaci Price at kprice@lynch 
conger.com.

BOLY:WELCH – RECRUITING THE 
BEST! Are you an attorney looking 
for a new position, but don’t know 
where to start or not seeing results? 
Boly:Welch has 35 years of proven 
success! Our comprehensive and 
confidential job search support is 
tailored to meet your needs, all at 
zero cost to you. We have open-
ings in all practice areas at all lev-
els – many of which are listed with 
us exclusively. Call today and let us 
guide you through your next ca-
reer step! Rosemary Schwimmer, 
Director of Attorney Recruitment,   
r.schwimmer@boly welch.com, 
(503) 242-1300.

CITY OF OREGON CITY REQUEST 
FOR INDIGENT DEFENSE ATTOR-
NEY FOR MUNICIPAL COURT – 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the 
City of Oregon City will receive pro-
posals for an independent contract 
for an Indigent Defense Attorney 
opening until 4:30 pm on Friday, 
May 21, 2021. The attorney must 
be a member of the Oregon State 
Bar. The city contract will end July 1, 
2023. It may be renewed for an ad-
ditional period of two-years with the 
mutual written agreement between 
the parties. The contract would start 
July 1,2021 unless otherwise agreed. 
http://bids.orcity.org.

CREDITORS’ RIGHTS ATTORNEY 
– EUGENE LAW FIRM – Hershner 
Hunter, LLP is the largest full-service 
business firm in Eugene, and is seek-
ing an associate attorney to work in 
its creditors’ rights practice group.   
This is a partner-track position that 
will involve creditors’ rights work 
in Oregon, Washington, and Ida-
ho.   We are looking for candidates 
with two or more years of experi-
ence in creditor’s rights and creditor 
bankruptcy fields.   Past experience 
representing financial institutions 
is preferred.   Candidates should 
send materials to Nicholas Frost, at 

nfrost@hershnerhunter.com.  Hersh-
ner Hunter, LLP is an equal opportu-
nity employer.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE AND JUVE-
NILE ATTORNEY OPPORTUNITY 
IN CENTRAL OREGON - Well-
established defense consortium in 
Jefferson County (Madras) Oregon. 
$15,000 per month, and it is re-
quired that practice will solely focus 
on this court-appointed caseload. 
Must have primary business office 
located in Madras. Attorney is re-
sponsible for their own expenses. 
Experienced Consortium members 
are available to provide advice and 
guidance as needed. Email Resume 
and Cover Letter to Jennifer F. Kim-
ble at JenniferFKimble@aol.com.

ESTATE PLANNING ATTORNEY - 
MYATT & BELL, P.C.  - Seeking an 
estate planning attorney to join its 
specialized high net worth estate 
planning practice in the Portland/Ti-
gard area and throughout Oregon.   
Successful candidate will have 10 
years or more of experience in es-
tate planning, including estate tax 
planning, irrevocable trust plan-
ning, business entity formations and 
other business, and generational 
intra-family planned gifting. The 
most qualified candidate will be a 
highly organized and prolific individ-
ual with the ability to connect with 
clients. Our firm’s culture values 
balance in life, humble teamwork, 
competitive pay, excellence in work 
product and high customer service. 
While we have office space avail-
able, as desired, we are also up to 
date on our technology, having in-
corporated work from home policies 
that are here to stay.  As a firm, we 
have everyone home for dinner with 
their family and ban working week-
ends.   Because we work as a spe-
cialized team, however, we are able 
to provide compensation packages 
on par or greater than firms that 
demand those extra hours.   Please 
apply in confidence to justinm@ 
myattandbell.com.

OREGON COAST DEFENDERS, the 
indigent defense consortium for Lin-
coln County, is currently accepting 
applications from attorneys inter-
ested in providing contract indigent 
defense services for Lincoln County.  
We are seeking an attorney for a 
full time misdemeanor and felony 
case load.   Applicants should have 
at least three years of criminal law 

experience. Please submit resume 
and cover letter to Oregon Coast 
Defenders, PO Box 102, Tidewater, 
Oregon 97390 or you can email the 
same to greco@pioneer.net.

PORTLAND - EMPLOYMENT LITI-
GATION ASSOCIATE – The Port-
land office of Fisher Phillips seeks a 
junior employment litigation associ-
ate with 2-4 years of experience. The 
ideal candidate will be comfortable 
drafting and responding to discov-
ery and initial pleadings, drafting 
discovery and dispositive motions, 
and drafting agency position state-
ments with a high level of persua-
sive advocacy. Prior employment 
litigation experience is preferred, but 
candidates with substantive litigation 
experience and a demonstrated in-
terest in labor and employment law 
will be considered. Candidates must 
have excellent academic credentials, 
strong writing and analytical skills, 
and ability to manage multiple proj-
ects in a fast-paced environment. 
Successful candidate will be a self-
starter with the ability to work in-
dependently and as part of a team, 
and must be admitted in Oregon. 
Email: recruiting@fisherphillips.com. 
Website:  https://apply.fisherphillips.
com/virecruitex/virecruitselfapply/
ReDefault.aspx?Tag=c14faae4-e1 
ee-4541-b461-f67988ea896e.

SLINDE NELSON IS SEEKING 
AN ATTORNEY WITH AT LEAST 
THREE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE in 
handling cases in the areas of com-
plex litigation.  Experience preferred 
in construction and real estate law 
but not necessary. This position in-
volves ownership of all phases of 
litigation, including drafting plead-
ings, discovery, managing files, and 
handling hearings, depositions, ar-
bitrations and trials. Qualified can-
didates must be Oregon Bar mem-
bers. Slinde Nelson’s creative and 
practical approach to high-quality 
litigation has earned them the title 
of Best Law Firm by DJC Oregon’s 
Reader Rankings. Slinde Nelson of-
fers a competitive compensation 
and benefits package. All replies 
are kept confidential. If interested, 
please send a cover letter, resume, 
and writing sample to the atten-
tion of Hunter Bitner at: hunter@slin 
denelson.com.

TRANSACTIONAL ATTORNEY – 
EUGENE LAW FIRM – Hershner 
Hunter, LLP, the largest full-service 

business firm in Eugene, is seeking 
a business transactions attorney to 
fill an associate position. The associ-
ate position is partner-track, work-
ing within the business transactions 
group on a variety of matters, in-
cluding business acquisitions and 
sales, real estate, entity formation 
and corporate governance, as well 
as intellectual property and data 
privacy related matters.   The ideal 
candidate will have two to five years 
of experience, with experience in 
health care transactions preferred.   
Candidates should send materials to 
Nicholas Frost, at nfrost@hershner 
hunter.com.  Hershner Hunter, LLP is 
an equal opportunity employer.

PRACTICES FOR SALE

CONSIDERING THE SALE OR 
PURCHASE OF A PRIVATE PRAC-
TICE? As the preeminent provider 
of business brokerage and consult-
ing services in the Northwest, we 
work exclusively with owners of 
professional practices in the legal, 
healthcare, financial services and 
tech industries. Need to prepare 
your practice for sale? Looking for 
a business valuation? Ready to sell 
your practice for top dollar? Let our 
team guide you through this life 
changing transition. Call us at (253) 
509-9224 or visit our website to 
learn more about our services and 
top-notch team waiting to help you: 
PrivatePracticeTransitions.com

ESTABLISHED, SUCCESSFUL 
PORTLAND-AREA EMPLOYMENT 
LAW FIRM OPPORTUNITY (1126) 
with sustained success and profit-
ability available in Portland, Oregon. 
Revenues for the firm show a YoY 
increase each of past two years de-
spite challenges from the COVID-19 
pandemic. Average gross revenues 
from 2018-2020 were more than 
$840,000, with a high of more than 
$970,000 in 2020. The firm has an 
established presence, a strong client 
referrable base, and is well-respect-
ed in the Northwest legal commu-
nity. Service by revenue breakdown 
is 75% Employment Litigation and 
25% Employment & Labor. The own-
er is committed to providing transi-
tion support for the buyer. Call (253) 
509-9224 to discuss this opportunity 
or email info@privatepracticetran 
sitions.com, include ‘1126 / Estab-
lished, Successful Portland-Area Em-
ployment Law Firm Opportunity’ in 
the subject line.
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ESTABLISHED WALLA WALLA 
WASHINGTON IMMIGRATION 
LAW FIRM (#1129) with consistent 
YoY growth and 2020 gross revenue 
over $430,000. This successful firm 
has a great reputation in its commu-
nity, approximately 450-500 active 
client files, is completely turn-key 
and ready for new ownership. Email 
“#1129/Established Walla Walla 
Washington Immigration Law Firm” 
to info@privatepracticetransitions.
com or call (253) 509-9224.

EXTREMELY PROFITABLE SEAT-
TLE IMMIGRATION LAW PRAC-
TICE (#1084) that has average 
gross revenues of over $1,650,000 
the last three (3) years (2018-2020). 
This successful firm has substantial 
advance fees in trust. The Practice 
employs one (1) attorney in addition 
to the partners, six (6) paralegals, 
and three (3) administrative staff. If 
you are interested in exploring this 
opportunity, would like the freedom 
to be your own boss and/or increase 
your current book of business sub-
stantially, then this is perfect for 
you. Call or email us to set up a 
viewing or to learn more about this 
Practice. Email “#1084/Profitable 
Seattle Immigration Law Practice” 
to info@privatepracticetransitions.
com or call 253.509.9224.

KING COUNTY PRACTICE SPE-
CIALIZING IN CANNABIS LAW 
(1104) with a stellar reputation 
within the community. In 2020, the 
Practice brought in over $960,000 
in gross receipts. The practice/case 
breakdown by revenue is 85% Can-
nabis Business Counsel and 15% 
Personal Injury. The Practice is lo-
cated in a modern and thoughtfully 
designed, fully-furnished ~3000SF 
office space that the Practice leases. 
The Practice employs seven (7) em-
ployees: six (6) attorneys including 
one licensed patent agent, and one 
(1) legal support professional. If you 
are interested in exploring this op-
portunity, call or email us to set up a 
viewing or to learn more about this 
Practice.  Email “#1104/King County 
Practice Specializing in Cannabis 
Law” to info@privatepracticetransi 
tions.com or call (253) 509-9224.

SEATTLE-BELLEVUE AREA TURN-
KEY LAW FIRM (#1137) ready for 
new ownership. The firm has a long-
standing relationship with a well-
known insurance company in ~1,000 
subrogation cases a year – generally  

making up about 80% of the yearly 
business. The other 20% of the busi-
ness focuses on several law areas, 
including Wills and Probate, Real 
Estate Law, and Civil Litigation. With 
approximately $29  Million in out-
standing judgments, the firm’s sale 
will include steady, reoccurring rev-
enue for the new owner from these 
judgments plus monthly income of 
approximately ~$15,000  (and grow-
ing) from monthly payers paying on 
judgments and claims. This turn-key 
practice has five support personnel. 
The sale will include all furniture, fix-
tures, and equipment. If you are in-
terested in acquiring this stable and 
prosperous decades-old law firm, 
call us at (253) 509-9224 or send 
us an email to  info@privatepractice 
transitions.com, with “#1137/Turn-
Key Law Firm in Seattle-Bellevue 
Ready for New Ownership” in the 
subject line.

TOP-NOTCH, SUCCESSFUL LAW 
FIRM IN GIG HARBOR, WASH-
INGTON (1140) poised for growth 
and ready for new ownership. For 
more than 12 years, the practice has 
focused on Personal Injury, Motor 
Vehicle Accidents, Estate Planning/
Probate, Business Law, and Real 
Estate & Construction. This 4-per-
son turnkey firm is well-known for 
its accessibility and responsiveness, 
resulting in solid word-of-mouth 
referral growth. With highly at-
tractive gross revenue average of 
~$746,000 (2018-2020), the firm is 
established and ready for new own-
ership. This opportunity includes 
option to acquire office building, if 
desired. Call Private Practice Tran-
sitions at 253.509.9224; or email 
info@privatepracticetransitions.com 
– include “1140 / Top-Notch, Suc-
cessful Law Firm in Gig Harbor” in 
subject line.

WASHINGTON MEDICAL MAL-
PRACTICE LAW FIRM (1098) with 
average gross revenues of over 
$1,500,000 that last three years 
(2018-2020), and weighted Seller’s 
Discretionary Earnings (SDE) of over 
$1,200,000. This successful firm is 
completely turn-key and employs 
five (5) staff, including the owner. 
The firm’s processes are very well 
documented, and the practice uses 
Google Suite allowing for easy re-
mote access. If you are interested 
in exploring this opportunity, would 
like the freedom to be your own 

boss and/or increase your current 
book of business substantially, then 
this is perfect for you. Email “#1098/
Washington Medical Malpractice 
Law Firm”info@privatepracticetran 
sitions.com or call (253) 509-9224.

WELL-ESTABLISHED PIERCE 
COUNTY PI LAW FIRM (#1133) 
with over $1,100,000 in gross rev-
enues in 2020. With weighted pro-
jected seller’s discretionary earn-
ings (SDE) of over $550,000 and 
weighted projected EBITDA of over 
$450,000, this is a tremendous op-
portunity for a solo attorney or ex-
isting firm to grow their business. 
The owner of the firm also owns the 
building and is willing to sell the real 
property at FMV, if desired. Call or 
email us to set up a viewing or to 
learn more about this Practice. Email 
“#1133/Well-Established Pierce 
County PI Law Firm” to info@pri 
vatepracticetransitions.com or call 
(253) 509-9224.

RECREATIONAL RENTALS

KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII  – Large 
oceanview 1BR-2BA condo, LR  
sofasleeper, two pools/spas, tennis,  
across from beach.   Attorney dis-
counts.  mjs@aterwynne.com  (503)  
291-1423; Video:   https://www.you 
tube.com/watch?v=txEcuMFzELE 
- Pictures: samsanmireidaho@gmail. 
com.

KONA, HAWAII – Lovely oceanfront 
1 BR condo. Vaulted ceilings, great 
view. Tennis, oceanside pool and 
spa, walk to town (503) 780-3139. 
For photos, email: nanevin@aol.com.

OCEANSIDE – Beach house on cliff 
side overlooking ocean and Netarts 
Bay. 3 bedrooms and 3 baths, 4 
decks, fireplace, spa tub, washer/
dryer, and fully equipped kitchen. 
$200 per night, $1200 weekly rate 
plus $125.00 cleaning fee. Contact 
Mary at mexmary@comcast.net or 
(503) 784-5277.

PARIS APARTMENT – At Notre 
Dame. Elegant 2 bedroom, 1 ½ 
bath, with lift. In the heart of Paris. 
PROVENCE. 4 bedroom, 3 ½ bath 
house with stunning, panoramic 
view of Menerbes. Owned by OSB 
member (202) 285-1201 or (503) 
227-3722.

SCOTTSDALE – North Scottsdale 
home near Troon and TPC golf 
courses. Newly furnished. 3BR, 2BA, 

52” plasma TV, pool, outdoor bar-
becue. No smoking, no pets. Tony 
at (503) 221-2271.

SUNRIVER – Cascara Vacation 
Rentals - Over 120 homes & condos 
with hot tubs, free Wi-Fi, many pet 
friendly & with free access to the 
Sharc aquatic & recreation facil-
ity. Contact us today at (800) 531-
1130, visit our web site at www.
cascaravacations.com or email us 
at cascara@cascaravacations.com.

SUNRIVER – Warm, cozy, 2 bed-
room, 1 bath Ranch Cabin, ideal for 
a weekend getaway. Fireplace, TV, 
Wi-Fi, DVD, CD, BBQ, washer/dryer, 
fully furnished & well-equipped. 
Sleeps 4. $95/night + $75 cleaning 
fee (541) 944-2694.

SERVICES

CONSTRUCTION EXPERT WIT-
NESS – Langford Enterprises 23 
years Owner / Operator of The Hom-
eTeam Inspection Service 40 years 
Const. Background. Seeking court 
cases in need of an Expert Witness 
for: • Construction Defects • Mate-
rial Failure • Construction Applica-
tions • Opinion on Home Building 
• Related Home Inspection issues. 
Greg Langford owner 503 675 7979 
clackamas@hometeam.com.

CONTRACT PARALEGAL SER-
VICE - S&T SUPPORT, LLC – Sea-
soned Paralegals available on an as-
needed basis. Backgrounds in estate 
planning, probate/trust administra-
tion, business law, and litigation. 
Will work remotely or on-site serv-
ing Salem, Portland and Eugene. 
Visit www.stsupportllc.com for 
services and staff. Call (503) 967-
6023 or email tammy@stsupportllc.
com to discuss your paralegal needs.

DIVORCE/ESTATE PLANNING AP-
PRAISALS - Appraisal Valet can ex-
pertly manage your next residential 
appraisal assignment.   We order, 
review and deliver hundreds of ap-
praisals monthly throughout the 
Pacific Northwest allowing you to 
benefit from the excellent rapport 
we have established with the most 
qualified/experienced appraisers.   
Email admin@appraisalvalet.net or 
call (503) 828-9441 for a free quote. 

DIVORCE CLIENTS A LITTLE 
STUCK? PARENTING BEYOND 
CONFLICT – Skills, Strategies and 
Support - Classes and Parent Coach-
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ing. Help your clients stay sane and 
keep the focus on their children. 
Judith Swinney, J.D.  www.par 
entingbeyondconflict.com  (503) 
972-5683.

EXPERT WEATHER TESTIMONY 
– Weather & climate data research 
and analysis 25+ years meteoro-
logical expertise – AMS Certified 
– extensive weather database – spe-
cializing in ice, snow, wind & atmo-
spheric lighting. Meteorologist Scott 
Dorval. (208) 690-9464 sdorval88@
gmail.com.

FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAM-
INER – Trained by the Secret Service 
and US Postal Crime Lab examiners. 
Fully equipped laboratory. Qualified 
in state and federal courts. Retired 
from the Eugene Police Depart-
ment. Jim Green, (888) 485-0832, 
www.documentexaminer.info.

FORENSIC HANDWRITING & SIG-
NATURE EXAMINER – Find out 
who wrote it?   Providing remote 
testimony according to Covid-19 
safety precautions. Recognized [fed-
eral/state] since 1992. Double-board 
certified. Jacqueline A. Joseph (503) 
380-1282 www.jjhandwriting.com.

HAWAII REAL ESTATE – NEED IT 
SOLD? Contact Realtor Lori Kaizawa 
at (808)352-1664/Lori@TrueREHawa 
ii.com. Experienced in trust, probate,  
partition sales. Inactive OSB member.

HOTDOCS TEMPLATES FOR OR-
EGON ESTATE PLANNING AND 
PROBATE AND TRUST ADMINIS-
TRATION – Online at: www.Hot-
DocsMarket.com. Each set $100 per 
month. No Contract. Complete infor-
mation at: www.nobleforms.com.

INSURANCE EXPERTISE – Thirty-
nine years of insurance experience, 
claims adjusting, claims manage-
ment, claims attorney, corporate 
management, tried to conclusion 
over 100 jury trials with insurance 
involvement, participated in hun-
dreds of arbitrations and appraisals. 
Contact Rod Saetrum J.D. licensed 
in Utah and Idaho. Telephone (208) 
336-0484 – Email Rodsaetrum@
saetrumlaw.com.

INVESTIGATION – Diligent Investi-
gations is a full service investigation 
firm   specializing in Surveillance, 
Background Investigations, Locates, 
Difficult Service of Process, Inter-
views and more. In Portland since 
2012, Diligent Investigations has 

earned a reputation for profession-
alism and integrity. Contact Robert 
Grady (503) 985-6659 or email:  
dilinves@gmail.com. 

LEGAL ETHICS DEFENSE: ETHICS 
ADVICE & OPINIONS – Christo-
pher R. Hardman - Providing de-
fense services against Bar disciplin-
ary proceedings; legal ethics advice, 
consultations, and opinion letters. 
Mr. Hardman is a former Assistant 
Disciplinary Counsel of the Oregon 
State Bar Office of Disciplinary 
Counsel; and a former Bar prosecu-
tor. He is a speaker and moderator 
at Ethics Continuing Legal Educa-
tion Seminars sponsored by the Bar, 
New Lawyers Division and others. 
He may be contacted at his office: 
Christopher R. Hardman, (503) 
916-1787, or Fax (503) 916-1789; 
25 NW 23rd Pl Ste 6, PMB 497;  
Portland, OR 97210.

LEGAL NURSE CONSULTANT – 
Offering Board Certified Legal Nurse 
Consultants with the LNCC certifica-
tion from the American Association 
of Legal Nurse Consultants---the 
gold standard in LNC credentialing. 
The ONLY certification recognized 
by the American Board of Nursing 
Specialties. Offering the following 
services: review files for standards 
of care and any deviations that may 
have occurred, provide chronolo-
gies/summaries, demonstrative evi-
dence, translate and interpret medi-
cal records. Expert Witness location 
services. Average length of experi-
ence in nursing for our consultants 
is 20 years and includes experience 
in clinical areas such as: Corrections 
Healthcare, Critical Care, Telemetry, 
Long-Term Care, Workers’ Compen-
sation as well as many other special-
ty areas! Willamette Nurse Consul-
tant Group, (971) 777-2687 info@
willamettenurseconsultantgroup.
com www.willamettenurseconsul 
tantgroup.com.

NEED HELP WITH A BIG CASE? 
Want to expand your practice? 
Want to take a vacation? Contact 
the OWLS Contract Lawyer Service. 
We can help. Fast! You contact us 
with project/job information. We 
immediately post the announce-
ment to our contract lawyer list-
serve. You are promptly contacted 
by contract lawyers who meet your 
criteria. Free! No fee to post jobs or 
projects. You pay the contract law-
yer you hire.  Effective!  Contract 

lawyers statewide. Many levels of 
experience. Many types of expertise. 
For more information, or to post 
a job, contact the OWLS office at 
(503) 841-5720 or email cassondra 
@oregonwomenlawyers.org.

PSYCHIATRIC EXPERT WITNESS-
--Experienced in depositions and 
court. Board Certified in Forensic 
Psychiatry since 1994. Currently in 
clinical practice in Portland, Oregon. 
References available upon request. 
Mark Fettman, MD. (614) 769-4177. 
www.expertpsychiatrictwitness.com.

RESEARCH, MEMOS, BRIEFS, 
and appeals from a 25-year trial 
lawyer in Arizona and in Oregon. 
$75 hr.   RogerPerry@live.com. 
(520) 332-0132. For more informa-
tion, see www.rogerwperry.com.

STRESS, anxiety, depression psy-
chotherapy and counseling; career 
counseling; confidential assistance 
improving strained relationships, 
clarifying career considerations, re-
sponding constructively to occupa-
tional, family, and individual emo-
tional developments, transitions, 
etc. Standish McCleary III, J.D., 
Ph.D., Lic. psychologist (16 yrs. atty); 
(503) 228-0688.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR NEW 
FIRM – Seeking 2-3 attorneys who 
are about to build their firm from 
the ground up.  Let me boost your 
bandwidth on day one.  Office Ad-
ministrator / Paralegal with over 
20 years’ experience who has per-
formed every support role in a law 
office.  Willing to fearlessly face the 
“mundane” tasks while develop-
ing and implementing a long-term 
vision for your law office infra-
structure and business operations. 
Please address correspondence to 
the Oregon State Bar, Attn: Blind 
Ad H-18, P.O. Box 231935, Tigard, 
OR 97281 or email: blindad@osbar.
org with the blind ad number in the 
subject line.

TO SUBMIT A CLASSIFIED

POSITIONS AVAILABLE  
$30 for the first 20 words, 50 cents 
each additional word.

SERVICES  
$40 for the first 20 words, 50 cents 
each additional word.

ALL OTHER ADS  
$40 for the first 20 words, 50 cents 
each additional word. Oregon State 

Bar members receive a $10 discount 
on these ads.

COLOR  
Color may be added to any ad for 
an additional $20.

BLIND ADS  
Add $15 to the cost of the ad for 
this service.

BLIND AD REPLIES  
To protect the confidentiality of an 
anonymous advertiser as well as 
the reader, we offer the following 
service: If there is a firm you do not 
wish to respond to, list that firm (or 
firms) on a note along with your 
response to the blind ad. If the 
anonymous advertiser is a firm you 
have listed, your response will be 
recycled. Send both to blindad@os-
bar.org with the blind ad number in 
the subject line. Or, mail in a 9 x 12 
inch envelope to Oregon State Bar, 
Attn. Blind Ad #[fill in the blank], 
P.O. Box 231935, Tigard, OR 97281.

SUBMIT TO  
Email: advertising@osbar.org; mail: 
P.O. Box 231935, Tigard OR 97281, 
Attn: Advertising. For questions, 
contact Spencer Glantz at advertis-
ing@osbar.org, (503) 431-6356 or 
(800) 452-8260 ext. 356. 

DEADLINES  
The first business day of each 
month for the following month’s 
issue.
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BUSINESS VALUATIONS, CONT.

Corporate Valuations, Inc.
Blake J. Runckel
PO Box 82908 
Portland, OR 97282
PH 503-235-7777 FX 503-235-3624
brunckel@corpval.com
www.corpval.com

Corporate Valuations, Inc. is a national business 
valuation and financial advisory firm founded in 
1983. We offer a broad range of valuation services, 
including corporate valuation, gift, estate, and 
income tax valuation, buy-sell agreement valuation, 
financial reporting valuation, ESOP and ERISA 
valuation services, and litigation and expert 
testimony consulting. In addition, Corporate 
Valuations assists with transaction-related needs, 
including M&A advisory, fairness opinions, and 
strategic alternatives assessment. 
We have provided thousands of valuation opinions 
for corporations of all sizes in a variety of industries. 
To paint an accurate picture, the valuation of a 
business or its underlying assets calls for a 
combination of science and experience. The business 
valuation consultants at Corporate Valuations offer 
practical insight into the strategic, operational, and 
financial affairs of the business—so you can 
understand the real value—regardless of industry. 
Our valuation opinions are well-reasoned and 
thoroughly documented, providing critical support 
for any potential engagement. Our work has been 
reviewed and accepted by the major agencies of the 
federal government charged with regulating 
business transactions, as well as the largest 
accounting and law firms in the nation in connection 
with engagements involving their clients.

Holmes & Company, LLP
William N. Holmes, CPA, CFE
7128 SW Gonzaga St, Ste 100 
Portland, OR 97223
PH 503-270-5400 FX 503-270-5401
wnholmes@pdxcpas.com
www.pdxcpas.com

Fraud and Forensic Accounting / Economic Damages / 
Business Valuation / Commercial Litigation / Accounting 
and Tax Malpractice / White Collar Financial Crime / 
Expert Testimony / Full Service Public Accountants / 
Plaintiff and Defense. Mr. Holmes has approximately 25 
years of experience in matters ranging from complex 
litigation, bankruptcy, class action, construction, 
contract disputes, embezzlement, employment, financial 
statements audits, intellectual property, personal injury, 
professional liability and malpractice, securities fraud, 
shareholder rights and tax issues.

ACCOUNTANTS, CONT.
Litigation Support

Morones Analytics, LLC
Serena Morones
625 SW Broadway, Ste 200  
Portland, OR 97205
PH 503-223-5168 CELL 503-906-1579
FX 503-223-5179
serena@moronesanalytics.com
www.moronesanalytics.com

Top litigators turn to us on high-stakes cases in the 
Northwest. Clients tell us our credibility and 
reputation are unmatched. We tell a powerful story 
with numbers and deliver pivotal testimony with an 
exceptional success rate on even the toughest cases. 
We conduct damages analysis on claims for lost 
profits, lost wages, personal injury, wrongful death 
and intellectual property damages.

APPRAISERS
Residential Appraisal

Bernhardt Appraisal
Nathan Bernhardt
5319 SW Westgate Dr, #219 
Portland, OR 97221
PH 503-349-3765
nathan@bernhardtswisstrust.com
www.portlandresidentialappraisal.com

Appraiser with 25 years experience specializing in 
divorce appraisal, probate appraisal, estate 
appraisal, and bankruptcy appraisal. We are 
exclusively a private, non-lending appraisal 
company, so we can focus on our professional 
clients (Attorneys, CPA’s, Realtors, and Property 
Managers) needs. Our corporate partner, Bernhardt 
SwissTrust Real Estate, also offers free Comparative 
Market Analysis’ as well as a full suite of realty 
services that can be helpful during the legal process. 
Call us today to find out more!

BUSINESS VALUATIONS

Cogence Group, PC
Jay Sickler, CPA, CFF, ABV, ASA
935 NW Everett St 
Portland, OR 97209
PH 503-467-7900 x1
jsickler@cogencegroup.com
www.cogencegroup.com

Financial forensics | Business valuation. Answers to 
complex financial questions. We are accurate, 
credible, and ethical. Our professional team is 
comprised of all CPAs, passionate about what we do, 
which translates into serving our clients with the very 
best we can offer. Jay Sickler has 30 years of full-
time financial forensics experience. He has testified 
in more than 150 cases as an expert witness, more 
than many other experts combined. Our reputation 
is built on being skilled in communicating our 
findings persuasively and with integrity. We get the 
job done right, on time, and backed up by expert 
testimony.

ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION

Accident Analysis Service
Don Webb
3890 Brush College Rd, Salem, OR 97304
PH 503-931-0670 FX 503-589-1826
donwebb531@msn.com
www.crashspeed.com

Biomechanics

Collision Analysis & Research, LLC
Russ Anderson
PO Box 650, Seaside, OR 97138
PH 971-320-4236 FX 503-589-1826
russ@azbiomech.com
www.azbiomech.com

ACCOUNTANTS

Cogence Group, PC
Jay Sickler, CPA, CFF, ABV, ASA
935 NW Everett St, Portland, OR 97209
PH 503-467-7900 x1 
jsickler@cogencegroup.com
www.cogencegroup.com

Financial forensics | Business valuation. Answers to 
complex financial questions. We are accurate, credible, 
and ethical. Our professional team is comprised of all 
CPAs, passionate about what we do, which translates 
into serving our clients with the very best we can offer. 
Jay Sickler has 30 years of full-time financial forensics 
experience. He has testified in more than 150 cases as 
an expert witness, more than many other experts 
combined. Our reputation is built on being skilled in 
communicating our findings persuasively and with 
integrity. We get the job done right, on time, and 
backed up by expert testimony.

Holmes & Company, LLP
William N. Holmes, CPA, CFE
7128 SW Gonzaga St, Ste 100 
Portland, OR 97223
PH 503-270-5400 FX 503-270-5401
wnholmes@pdxcpas.com
www.pdxcpas.com

Fraud and Forensic Accounting / Economic Damages / 
Business Valuation / Commercial Litigation / Accounting 
and Tax Malpractice / White Collar Financial Crime / 
Expert Testimony / Full Service Public Accountants / 
Plaintiff and Defense. Mr. Holmes has approximately 25 
years of experience in matters ranging from complex 
litigation, bankruptcy, class action, construction, 
contract disputes, embezzlement, employment, financial 
statements audits, intellectual property, personal injury, 
professional liability and malpractice, securities fraud, 
shareholder rights and tax issues.

Attorneys’ Marketplace
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CONSULTANTS

Integrity Legal Nurse Consulting
Wendy Votroubek
4207 SE Woodstock Blvd, #365  
Portland, OR 97206
PH 503-775-3221
wendy@legalnursepdx.com
www.legalnursepdx.com

Founded in 2010 with the goal to educate and 
empower attorney clients. Provide review and analysis 
of medical records for both civil and criminal defense 
attorneys as well as medical cost projections and 
reasonableness of charges.

O’Connell & Associates
Erin O’Connell
20813 2nd Ave S  
Des Moines, WA 98198
PH 412-608-4346 FAX 425-243-1025
erin@oconnellandassociates.net
www.oconnellandassociates.net

Assisting attorneys with the critical task of identifying 
projected future care needs and their associated costs. 
How do you determine your client’s projected future 
care needs and their associated costs for your 
settlement purposes or trial?

COURT BONDS

Court Bonds
5727 SW Macadam Ave  
Portland, OR 97239
PH 503-977-5624 • 800-632-6878
FX 503-245-9188
courtbonds@jdfulwiler.com
www.jdfcourtbonds.com

A division of JD Fulwiler & Company Insurance.

COURT REPORTERS

Iba, Symonds & Dunn
Chris Iba, Debi Symonds, Joyce Dunn
10260 SW Greenburg Rd, Ste 400 
Portland, OR 97223
PH 503-224-4438 • 800-449-4438
FX 503-293-8499
info@isdreporters.com
www.isdreporters.com

COMPUTER & NETWORK SUPPORT

I Do Information Technology Services
Steve Shaff
PH 971-331-4871
sales@idoit.biz
www.idoit.biz

I Do Information Technology Services provides I.T. 
support to the small to midsized businesses. I Do I.T. is 
a business-solution driven company that puts clients 
first. We love technology and believe in implementing 
elegant, clean solutions for small to medium-sized 
businesses. With a comprehensive range of services, I 
Do I.T. can guarantee your technology needs are not 
just met, but exceeded. We work closely with our 
clients to create customized plans that are seamlessly 
integrated, effective, and sustainable for many years 
to come. We ensure that your systems are fast, 
updated, and secure. Let us PROVE to you how I Do 
I.T.’s FAST, FRIENDLY, and HIGHLY-RESPONSIVE 
proactive IT Services can keep your team productive 
and your systems safe.

NW IT Services
PH 503-603-0932
info@nwitservices.com
www.nwitservices.com

Working with Law Firms in the Portland metro area 
for over 14 years has provided us with extensive 
knowledge of how you operate and utilize technology. 
We understand what it takes to keep a firm 
productive. Currently supporting firms from 1 to 50+ 
employees. We specialize in setting up secure remote 
access to your business network and can help you 
with migrating to cloud-based solutions. Contact us 
for a free assessment.

COMPUTER FORENSICS

Computer Forensics, Inc.
Roy Miller
10774 SE Hwy 212 
Clackamas, OR 97015
PH 503-655-1405 FAX 503-655-1408
roy.miller@caseworks.net
www.computerforensicsinc.com

Deadbolt Forensics
Michael Yasumoto
1500 NW Bethany Blvd, Ste 200 
Beaverton, OR 97006
PH 503-683-7138
info@deadboltforensics.com
www.deadboltforensics.com

BUSINESS VALUATIONS, CONT.

Markee Valuations, LLC
Laura Markee
412 W 12th St 
Vancouver, WA 98660
PH 971-201-7349
laura@markeevaluations.com
www.markeevaluations.com

We are experts in business valuation and financial 
damages analysis. Recognizing that a business value 
cannot be simplified to a formula, we ask questions and 
analyze industry and economic factors to understand 
what makes each business unique. The end product is a 
detailed valuation that is well documented, clear, and 
certifiably reliable.

Morones Analytics, LLC
Serena Morones
625 SW Broadway, Ste 200  
Portland, OR 97205
PH 503-223-5168 CELL 503-906-1579
FX 503-223-5179
serena@moronesanalytics.com
www.moronesanalytics.com

Business appraisals for litigation, estate planning, 
divorce and various transactions. Complex valuations 
involving multi-tiered entities, and intangible assets 
such as trademarks and brand names. Estimating 
valuation discounts. Allocation of goodwill between 
personal and professional. Review of other experts’ 
reports. Low scope calculation letters or full 
appraisal reports.

Stuart Weiss Business Valuations
Stuart Weiss
Serving Oregon, Washington,  
and California
PH 503-223-3142
stu@stuartweiss.com
www.stuartweiss.com

Valuing family businesses since 2002. Reports in plain 
English Stanford MBA/CPA/ABV. Bonus: can review 
investment portfolios.
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COURT REPORTERS, CONT.

NAEGELI Deposition and Trial
Consuelo Grumich
111 SE 5th Ave, Ste 2020 
Portland, OR 97204
PH 503-227-1554 • 800-528-3335
schedule@naegeliusa.com
www.naegeliusa.com

NAEGELI Deposition and Trial has been known as the 
leading choice for court reporting and litigation 
support for over 40 years. Our team of dedicated trial 
experts continually strive to set the industry standard 
with all-inclusive services and state of the art 
technology. From our corporate headquarters located 
in Portland, Oregon, and additional offices 
throughout the United States, we proudly offer our 
clients world-class service. We provide court reporters, 
video conferencing, videography, legal copying and 
scanning, trial technology consultants and trial 
technicians, transcription services, and legal 
interpreting—all nationwide. NAEGELI continues to be 
one of the most sought-after firms in the country, 
offering exemplary service at competitive prices. With 
combined decades of experience amongst our expert 
court reporting and trial support teams, NAEGELI 
provides peace of mind every step of the way.

ESTATE PLANNING
Automated Document Drafting 

& Assembly

InterActive Legal
Matthew Tove
930 South Harbor City Blvd, Ste 505 
Melbourne, FL 32901
info@interactivelegal.com
www.interactivelegal.com

Estate Planning and Elder Law professionals turn to us 
as their main resource for the latest planning strategies. 
We provide the most comprehensive productivity 
system on the market with an easy-to-use document 
drafting system, extensive continuing education, 
thought-provoking discussion forums, and more.

ESTATE PLANNING TEMPLATES

NobleForms, LLC
C. Richard Noble, Attorney at Law
2875 Marylhurst Dr, West Linn, OR 97068
PH 503-635-6235
richardnoble@richardnoble.com
www.nobleforms.com
• Automate your estate planning practice using 

NobleForms templates.
• Templates cover the logical steps in estate planning.
• Sophisticated templates use market leader HotDocs 

technology.
• Extensive support including numerous recorded 

webcasts and personal support.
• Cloud-based assembly works on PC or Mac.
• Documents can be edited in Word.
• Affordable at $100 per month with no long-term contract.
• www.NobleForms.com has extensive information.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

LawCash
Todd Grama
6 Commerce Dr, Cranford, NJ 07016
PH 1-888-432-2861
tgrama@lawcash.com
www.lawcash.com

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING

Cogence Group, PC
Jay Sickler, CPA, CFF, ABV, ASA
935 NW Everett St, Portland, OR 97209
PH 503-467-7900 x1
jsickler@cogencegroup.com
www.cogencegroup.com

Financial forensics | Business valuation. Answers to 
complex financial questions. We are accurate, credible, 
and ethical. Our professional team is comprised of all 
CPAs, passionate about what we do, which translates 
into serving our clients with the very best we can offer. 
Jay Sickler has 30 years of full-time financial forensics 
experience. He has testified in more than 150 cases as 
an expert witness, more than many other experts 
combined. Our reputation is built on being skilled in 
communicating our findings persuasively and with 
integrity. We get the job done right, on time, and 
backed up by expert testimony. 

Holmes & Company, LLP
William N. Holmes, CPA, CFE
7128 SW Gonzaga St, Ste 100 
Portland, OR 97223
PH 503-270-5400 FX 503-270-5401
wnholmes@pdxcpas.com
www.pdxcpas.com

Fraud and Forensic Accounting / Economic Damages / 
Business Valuation / Commercial Litigation / Accounting 
and Tax Malpractice / White Collar Financial Crime / 
Expert Testimony / Full Service Public Accountants / 
Plaintiff and Defense. Mr. Holmes has approximately 25 
years of experience in matters ranging from complex 
litigation, bankruptcy, class action, construction, 
contract disputes, embezzlement, employment, financial 
statements audits, intellectual property, personal injury, 
professional liability and malpractice, securities fraud, 
shareholder rights and tax issues.

Morones Analytics, LLC
Serena Morones
625 SW Broadway, Ste 200  
Portland, OR 97205
PH 503-223-5168 CELL 503-906-1579
FX 503-223-5179
serena@moronesanalytics.com
www.moronesanalytics.com

Highly skilled team of independent CPAs and experts 
with experience at top global accounting firms and 
major corporations. Accounting investigations 
involving allegations of financial misconduct and 
employee embezzlement, especially on complex, data 
intensive cases. Matters involving a shareholder 
dispute or business sale that results in litigation and 
allegation of financial statement fraud.

HANDWRITING EXPERTS
Handwriting & Document Forensics

J. Joseph & Associates
Jacqueline A. Joseph
921 SW Washington St, Ste 708  
Portland, OR 97205
PH 503-380-1282
jjoseph@jjhandwriting.com
www.jjhandwriting.com

Jacqueline A. Joseph. Certified Forensic Document 
Examiner. Forgery detection. Signature verification. 
Proof of authorship. Remote testimony experience in 
Federal Court. Double-board certified/government-
accredited; fewer than ten forensic document 
examiners worldwide hold this recognized 
certification. American Academy of Forensic 
Sciences/2020 Presenter. Provides decisive factors 
for your case strategy. Cited authority. Established 
since 1992. 

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES

Titan National Investigations
Adam Bercovici
19550 Amber Meadow Dr, Ste 227  
Bend, OR 97702
PH 661-607-4324
adam.bercovici@titannational.net
www.titannational.net

A retired homicide lieutenant from LAPD with 30+ years’ 
experience commanding some of the department’s most 
elite units. Expert witness for the following: law 
enforcement, best practices, including use of force, use 
of deadly force, excessive force, surveillance, shooting 
policy, police tactics, pursuit policy, internal affairs best 
practices, complex investigations, wrongful conviction, 
and wrongful death. Premise liability and private security 
best practices expert. Licensed as a private investigator 
in Oregon and California.

Surveillance Investigations

Rockford Investigations
Layne Rockford
3800 SW 185th Ave, #6708  
Beaverton, OR 97007
PH 503-686-0458
rockfordinvestigations@gmail.com
www.rockford-investigations.com

We specialize in covert surveillance. We are passionate 
and committed to producing results to provide objective 
evidence with complete confidentiality. We collect 
evidence for cases involving insurance defense, workers’ 
compensation claims, domestic—child custody/cheating 
spouse, high threat/security-based surveillance, 
fraudulent insurance and injury claims, workplace theft, 
and more.

LITIGATION SUPPORT

Holmes & Company, LLP
William N. Holmes, CPA, CFE
7128 SW Gonzaga St, Ste 100 
Portland, OR 97223
PH 503-270-5400 FX 503-270-5401
wnholmes@pdxcpas.com
www.pdxcpas.com

Fraud and Forensic Accounting / Economic Damages / 
Business Valuation / Commercial Litigation / Accounting 
and Tax Malpractice / White Collar Financial Crime / 
Expert Testimony / Full Service Public Accountants / 
Plaintiff and Defense. Mr. Holmes has approximately 25 
years of experience in matters ranging from complex 
litigation, bankruptcy, class action, construction, 
contract disputes, embezzlement, employment, financial 
statements audits, intellectual property, personal injury, 
professional liability and malpractice, securities fraud, 
shareholder rights and tax issues.

LITIGATION SUPPORT/ 
TRIAL CONSULTING

Law Offices of C. R. Hardman, LLC
Christopher Hardman
25 NW 23rd Pl, Ste 6, PMB 497 
Portland, OR 97210
PH 503-916-1787 FX 503-916-1789
crhardman@crhardman.com

MARKETING

Fuel Web Marketing
Brad Cafeey
111 2nd Ave NE, Ste 360 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
PH 888-375-3835
brad@fuelwebmarketing.com
www.fuelwebmarketing.com

At Fuel Web Marketing, we take pride in our work 
product and are committed to designing the most 
effective law firm marketing campaigns in the legal 
industry. Our success truly depends on your success.

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Practice Management Software

SmartAdvocate
Allison Rampolla, VP Sales & Marketing 
27300 Riverview Center Blvd, #103 
Bonita Springs, FL 34134
PH 1-877-GET-SMART (438-7627)
sales@smartadvocate.com
www.smartadvocate.com

TELEPHONE RECEPTIONISTS

Business Connections
Dirk Moeller
660 High St, Salem, OR 97301
PH 866-601-6115 FX 503-370-2444
info@bcanswer.com
www.bcanswer.com

Professional trained telephone receptionists available to 
greet your callers 24-hours a day, transfer potential new 
client calls to you, even elicit a caller’s name and 
telephone number from a person who might hang-up 
on a machine. No sick days, no lunch hour, no vacation, 
no coffee breaks, no health insurance, no drama for 
you to worry about. If you want to start growing your 
Law Firm and you’re willing to invest $95 per month, 
call and ask for Dirk or Stuart Moeller.

VIDEO SERVICES

Discovery Media Productions, Inc.
Devin Williams, CLVS
10725 SW Barbur Blvd, Ste 102 
Portland, OR 97219
PH 503-892-1998
info@discoverymp.com
www.discoverymp.com

THANK  
YOU!
Please support the 
advertisers who support 
the Attorneys’ Marketplace.

Check out our featured listings  
online at www.osbar.org.

Want to be featured in  
next month’s issue? 

For details, please contact  
LLM Publications: 
phone: 503-445-2226
email: Law@llmpubs.com 

VIRTUAL RECEPTIONISTS/
ANSWERING SERVICES

LEX Reception
Bre Swanson
1033 SE Main St, #5 
Portland, OR 97214
PH 800-800-9995
bre.swanson@lexreception.com
www.lexreception.com

We are a legal answering service dedicated to helping 
your firm grow. Our live receptionists provide 
personalized call answering, intake, and much more. 
Quote ‘OregonBar’ for $100 off your 2nd month.
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Photo Finish 
Eugene attorney Scott Lucas snapped this beautiful photo 
while he and his wife were floating on the John Day River to 
celebrate her 50th birthday. n 

Do you have a photograph you’d like to  
share — beautiful flowers and towering trees, 
perhaps? Snow-covered peaks or a gorgeous 
sunset? Let Bulletin readers tag along on your 
next outing by sending your favorite images  
our way for “Photo Finish.” 

Send high-resolution images to Interim Editor 
Michael Austin at maustin@osbar.org.  
Make sure to include your name, and tell us 
where the photo was taken and what made  
your trip so special.



  View the full catalog at osbar.org/publications or contact the OSB CLE Service Center for help: (503) 431-6413.

Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct Annotated, 
2021 Supplement 
Includes full text of all Oregon RPCs revised since release  
of the 2018 Supplement, as well as summaries of all  
2018–2020 Disciplinary Board Reporter cases and new 
Oregon Formal Ethics Opinions.

Family Law in Oregon, 2021 Edition 
This three-volume revision includes 2021 Legislation and 
covers the basics on spousal support, child support, child 
custody and parenting time, property division, family law 
procedures, and much more.

Oregon Constitutional Law, 2021 Edition 
Covers rights protected by Article I, Oregon’s Bill of Rights, 
as well as the initiative and referendum processes, financing 
of state government, taxation, home rule, and more. 

Oregon Cannabis Codebook, 2021 Edition 
This new edition includes statutes and administrative rules 
related to cannabis and psilocybin.

Nonprofit Law in Oregon, 2021 Edition 
This brand-new title covers issues related to formation, 
governance, taxation, and financial management of 
nonprofit corporations in Oregon.

Discrimination Compilation, 2021 Edition 
A compilation of all material on discrimination litigation 
from other OSB Legal Publications titles, with plans for 
additional chapters addressing issues not dealt with in any 
other BarBook title.

         

Legal Publications — Coming in 2021
          

CLE Seminars
Trends and Hot Topics in  
Forest-Timber Management
Cosponsored by the Agricultural Law Section 
Thursday, May 20, noon–1 p.m.  
CLE credits: 1 general  |  AGL21-3

Legal Ethics — Best Practices
Friday, May 21, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  
CLE credits: 6 Ethics (Oregon specific)  
and .5 Practical Skills (pending)  |  EBP21

Ag Law Update
Cosponsored by the Agricultural Law Section 
Thursday, May 27, noon–1 p.m.  
CLE credits: 1 general  |  AGL21-4

Upcoming virtual seminars

21st Annual Oregon Tax Institute
June 3–4, 2021

Advanced Estate Planning 2021
June 11, 2021

Looking for more credits?
You’ll find on-demand seminars and MP3 downloads 
in more than 40 practice areas when you search the 
catalog at osbar.org/seminars

Questions or need help with registration? Contact 
the OSB CLE Service Center at (503) 431-6413, 
(800) 452-8260, ext. 413, or cle@osbar.org       

Register for all CLE seminars and search the full catalog at osbar.org/seminars

Education & Research
CLE Seminars and Legal Publications   

LIVE WEBCASTS
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16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road
PO Box 231935
Tigard, OR 97281-1935

If 2020 was your reporting year, Monday, May 31, 2021  
is the new deadline to electronically certify and submit your 
MCLE compliance report. 

Log in to your Member Dashboard for easy access to your MCLE Transcript and 
reporting instructions.


